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Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com>

(no subject) 
22 messages

Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com> Tue, Sep 13, 2022 at 3:55 PM
To: Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com>
Cc: Lee Kambarian <Leeryder@hotmail.com>, "davidtullsr@aol.com" <davidtullsr@aol.com>, AMELIA ADAMS
<amelia@lnf.com>, Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>, Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>, Duncan
Crabtree-Ireland <dci@sagaftra.org>, BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
"heaton_warren@smc.edu" <heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>,
"assaf@assafcohen.com" <assaf@assafcohen.com>, "ronan_farrow@newyorker.com" <ronan_farrow@newyorker.com>,
LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>, "angela@hollywoodos.com" <angela@hollywoodos.com>,
"carla@headquarterscasting.com" <carla@headquarterscasting.com>, "winningswimmerprods@gmail.com"
<winningswimmerprods@gmail.com>, "lapdonline@gmail.com" <lapdonline@gmail.com>

That’s hilarious Laura, because Londoners 🇬🇧 in the 70’s & 80’s used to use “You’re such a Sarah Bernhardt” to little girls
that were overly dramatic & hysterical as a slur. 

Stop harassing, bullying & doxxing people, stop blaming everyone for well over a decade now, that they will be the cause
of your suicide Laura & get some help.

On 13 Sep 2022, at 23:35, Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 

My grandfather called me  a little Sarah Bernhadt.  To the clergy she was called the monster of the
apocalypse.  I'd rather be a monster than anyone's doormat.  My grandfather was a freemason.  

My last email to you is a history lesson in female strength.  

https://www.americanheritage.com/bernhardt-america#1 

On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 2:16 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
I just called the cops & told them to tell you to leave me the fuck alone.  
 
On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 2:06 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 

Who gave you power of attorney Lee.  You don't have the fucking right to speak for anyone. ..
 
 
You could push someone to murder with your gas lighting abuse
 
I came to Cali to make it my home.  Not to be driven our by a guy who thinks because he got a woman
pregnant that makes him God
 
God is an illusion created by man
  
You narciscist.  
 
I masterbate lee.  I'm full of demons according to your fucked up God
 
 
You made me crazy.  
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I will fucking die before I give in to bullies
 
 
My parents made me feel suicidal growing up. It was acting that Made me want to live. 
 
I'm not interested in being anything in the industry if I can't be an actor 
 
 
No amount of therapy is going to change the fact that without acting I feel dead inside & I fucking hate
men with no creativity
 
I do not fucking want a husband with a house & a regular job.  I want to finish all the TV & film ideas I
had.  I want to be on TV as a pro actor or in films.  I don't fucking want an American who wants to
control My thoughts and bore me to death.  Fuck you lee.   You shallow pathetic soldier boy with no
heart.  
 
 
I want to have the cops throw you in an institution for using them to make me shut up lee.  You are the
one making me feel suicidal with your online harassment 
 
 
The cops know I have an illness.  Putting me in an institution would endanger my life 
You already did enough of that by helping to kill my career.  
You think my parents are wonderful but I'd kill myself if I had to go live with them
 
 
because you want me to know I can't be an actor because your A Cali sexist pig who only thinks
actresses look like play boy birches 
 
I want a TRO on you Lee Kambarian Ryder
 
I'm not changing my name because for some reason you had to
 
I was writing poetry and scripts and stories Lee. 
 
You threatening me with the police isn't going to change the fact that I was the one liked on sets and
you only fucking think you were. 
 
You are trying to use the mental health system to kill my ability to be employable in acting and the
industry. 
 
 
 
On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 12:32 PM Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Laura, I think I can speak on behalf of everyone in this daisy chain of crazy you've spouted nonstop
for 2 weeks: shut the fuck up, leave us alone. We don't want to hear your endless amounts of hate
speech.
 
If you don't I will get a TRO (Temporary restraining order) placed against you as well as a 5150 72hr
hold for your numerous threats of suicide.
 
Go away.
 
Thank you and be well,
 
-Lee

From: Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2022 1:23:09 PM 
To: davidtullsr@aol.com <davidtullsr@aol.com>; AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>; Barry
Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>; Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.
com>; Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>; Duncan Crabtree-Ireland
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<dci@sagaftra.org>; BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>; Lee Kambarian
<Leeryder@hotmail.com>; ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>; Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>; Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>; Leona Sevick
<lasevick@gmail.com>; Jessica Barlow Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>; senecaiam
<senecaiam@aol.com>; Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>; heaton_warren@smc.edu
<heaton_warren@smc.edu>; SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>;
assaf@assafcohen.com <assaf@assafcohen.com>; ronan_farrow@newyorker.com
<ronan_farrow@newyorker.com>; LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>;
angela@hollywoodos.com <angela@hollywoodos.com>; carla@headquarterscasting.com
<carla@headquarterscasting.com>; winningswimmerprods@gmail.com
<winningswimmerprods@gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: This troll claims they've known me
 
I'm including Woody Schultz in this.  I'm not a kid anymore.  I grew up to be an actor film maker
editor.  I'm not a fucking politicians or lawyer or give a flying fuck about being a silent obedient
housewife or government civ servant.  I fucking hate GOP and lawyers and politicians.  
 
I don't want the fucking Bible in my life.  Nor do I want a fucking man with a real job.  I fucking
wanted a life in movies & TV or you will push Me to being psycho
 
 
I'd fucking want to do damage to any fucking man who wasn't into acting who tried to make me date
him. I would grow to hate him and want to kill myself because I wouldn't feel love.  My parents don't
love me.  They fucking want me as their property.  I don't want their WASP religion in my life
 
I wasn't born a trump supporter.  That's so fucking eugenic and stupid.  
 
I am me.  You are filling me with rage.  
 
I never dreamed of being fucked by Blake Shields.  I dreamt we might be friends.  But if he sides with
Israel and God & fucking sexism.  He's a fucking Trump in sheep's clothing.  
 
On Fri, Sep 9, 2022, 8:48 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 

Lee wants me to call him daddy.  Daddy Lee means you shoved your penis into a woman but that
woman carried the baby.  She did all the work.  Not you.  Or do you take credit for that to. .
I wasn't lazy.  But now.  I can't figure out how to get back what I wanted.  An acting career. 
 
Michael Lovern was working for Customs.  Like my father but my dad was higher up.  Until 2005. 
He and I didn't meet until 2005 2006.  I was already SAg eligible & had cancer.  He goes union
2006 & greys anatomy stops hiring him.  
 
On Fri, Sep 9, 2022, 7:52 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 

Lee you worked with me on Cloverfield.  But I don't think we worked on anything else.  Yet you
claim to know what I did on sets?  You claim you helped me?
 
Lovern couldn't even get on Cloverfield.  They didn't want him.  He showed up to spec.  He was
union.  I was still non union 
 
 
These are all the projects I worked in 2007.
 
https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=177
 
https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=185
 
https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=204
 
https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=239
 
Also you were not on Eli Stone.  Barry Caldwell probably doesn't know you.  I'm not sure he'd
want to considering your a trump lover. 
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You were featured by David Mamet right Lee.  So was I.  The unit?   I have visual proof. See my
blog.  Now how did I end up on camera if I was just in holding?  You want to say that you were
nice to me.  That you & lovern helped me & didn't fucking slander me like the sexist GOP you
are.  
 
I was on Eli Stone for 20 days.  I didn't just fucking sit in holding.  Again see the images in my
blog. You lying manipulative gas lighting asswhole.  
 
 I'm curious.  Do you know Will Wallace?  
 
On Fri, Sep 9, 2022, 7:02 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 

Lee Ryder you saying all I did was sit around & do nothing on sets is slander.  Barry Caldwell
knows that's not true.  I was in class at SMC.  I was networking with Jeff gunn. I was going to
script writing groups.  I was learning how to use a digital camera and how to design my own
websites.  I was hanging out at the magic castle.  
 
I'm artistichope.com
 
I'm womenlovepeace.com
 
I'm not fucking interested in being a doc film maker.  I'm not interested in moving from Los
Angeles 
 
 
I'm not fucking interested in dating an uneducated GOP jug head. 
 
I would rather move to Toronto or London or mauve Paris than live in small town AMerica 
 
I worked at the national press building in DC.  You and Lovern were asswholes to me.  
 
I was 100000 in debt from law school.  I don't want a career that's small and boring because
my parents want me to be pathetic.  They want me to be their broken daughter again who
wouldn't leave her room.  You fucking helped break me.  I would kill myself before I'd want a
future where I wasn't respected as gifted & talented.  Because I am gifted Lee ryder.  You are
just a jug head who thinks I need to be disciplined like a child.  I'm a fucking full grown
woman.  
 
You want everyone to think I can't wrote coherent sentences.  I graduated law school.  Fuck
you.  
 
On Thu, Sep 8, 2022, 6:25 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 

My college year book.  Class of 1992.  Lee.  It clearly states I was  a theater business
economics major.  I trained in acting & directing & dramaturg.  
 
I also had to take stage craft.  
 
I'm the laura ann tull who went to Catholic law school in DC. 
https://apps.calbar.ca.gov/attorney/Licensee/Detail/207690 
 
Fuck you Lee.   
 
 
On Thu, Sep 8, 2022, 11:02 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 

Lee Ryder on the set of Cloverfield was renting a car.  They were using "his car" but it
was a rental.  I had a car Lee.  I was paying $1000 a year in car insurance on it.  I was
using my pay from sets to do that.  My fucking parents were not paying my bills.  I
needed every penny I made from sets.  I had to sell my car because of all the slander
abd lies about my supposed bad behavior.  I don't think you were working union on
Cloverfield.  Non union how much of your pay check was going to pay the rental?  There
are people in LA who worked sets Lee who would have needed every fucking penny.   

I don't have a car anymore.  I sold it rather than having to fucking take $ from my parents
to pay insurance.  I wasn't going to use it to move to fucking stupid Arizona.  A state with
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a bunch of GOP morons who would have abused me for being educated.  I would rather
go back to DC than AZ. 

SEAN FUCK YOU BECAUSE UNLESS I CAN BE AN ACTOR I DONT CARE ABOUT
BEING ALIVE.  YOU HYPOCRITE.  

I AM AN ACTOR.  ACTING IS THE ONLY FUCKING THING THAT MAKES ME FEEL
LIKE I HAVE A HOME

On Wed, Sep 7, 2022, 9:53 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
Pass this message to the judiciary committee at SMC.  The only fucking reason I came
to Cali was to be an actor.  
 
Cassandra Taylor claims I'm a liar.  I told my fucking parents I wouldn't care about
being employed if I couldn't be an actor when I had cancer.  They fucking got it into
their warped Jesus freak minds I'd only spend a year trying. 
 
Excuse me but I got a theater degree & masters in performing arts.  I've spent decades
planning to work in film & TV.  Studied communication law even at Catholic.
 
But you all think I'm supposed to do what my fucking parents want or this Brittish bitch
Cassandra Taylor- get a job  and pay my bills but I'm not fucking allowed for that job to
have anything to do with actors or artists. 
 
So I get to spend the rest of my life pretending to love things I don't? Pretending to
want to do a good job just to get money?
 
Well I'm going to want my employer to pay for therapy because otherwise one day I'm
likely to show up wanting to scream or kill everyone because I'm not going to be happy 
 
You fucking asswholes at Santa Monica.  You sexists fascists Trump loving morons.  
 
On Wed, Sep 7, 2022, 8:38 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 

If my fucking father thinks I'm to ugly or unlikable to be hired as an actor than I'd
want kick him.  He's hit me.  He's grabbed my arm so hard I thought he was going to
break it.  He shook me so hard in high school I thought he was going to snap my
neck angry I got a scholarship and could leave home.  My father isn't wonderful.
Imagine that.  He doesn't want me employed doing anything that might make me
significant or important because I can't be better than him.  
 
What kind lf father wants their child to be unliked or wants their child married to a
man who treats them like a slave.  A fucking father who likes Donald Trump.  A man
who loves his guns more than he loves his own child 
 
I deserved justice.  I earned sag aftra.  My fucking father wants to take everythig I
earned away.  Isolate me so I can't be an actor so I'm dependent on him.  I want to
kick his penis the way gilbreathe shoved his finger up inside my vagina so he knows
how fucking sick he's left me feeling.  I hate the penis.  Ugliest thing nature ever
created.  I didn't touch jordan marks below the waist.  So how did I supposedly force
him to fuck me or anyone.  I don't like touching that think men think makes them so
attractive.  A penis is a tool.  Not a work of art.   
 
On Wed, Sep 7, 2022, 12:47 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 

By the way Sean your bull shit about loving your parents.  It's delusional to tell that
to someone who is abused. 
 
Frankly statistically 80% of child abuse is from parents.  Not strangers.  Women
abuse children slightly more than men
 
Also a girl who is abused is more likely to have long term damage from the abuse
than a boy.  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1448305/
 
Never tell a girl she should love her parents if you've never met those parents.  
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On Tue, Sep 6, 2022, 4:49 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
No one has known me since I was a kid.  My own parents don't even know or
accept me. .
 
I've been into arts since i was in high school.  The only reason I wanted to go to
law school was to work in entertainment and the 1st amendment.  Freedom of
the press and theater & acting. 
 
 
If I'm not allowed to go out into hollywood or LA and network or be on sets or
studio lots because my daddy says so how fucked up are we?  I have to be in a
job where I'm chained to an office and no one sees me.  I can't socialize.  I can't
have friends.  My fucked up parents are like that.  I barely had a social life
growing up.  They lived for work and were not fun
 
 
Unlike Lee Ryder I didn't change my name because my name is connected to
my theater & education in acting & communication law.  My 3rd grade teacher
told Me I could do anything.  I was a straight A student from 3rd grade.  I played
Piano from 3rd grade until I was a senior. 
 
 
My name  on every academic certificate I have and I don't have a criminal
record. 
 
I had a business license to start my own business as a writer.  
 
I have been an actor since college.  
 
I have a masters in performing arts.  
 
If you knew me as a kid you would know that I wasn't cut out to be a lawyer.  I
wasnt cut out to be a nurse.  That I would say I wanted to be an actor & my
father shut me up.  That instead I decided I'd be a writer.  But then I got a
scholarship to college & I was free to finally do what I wanted with life. .. so if
you don't let me get writing jobs.  You don't let me edit.  You don't let me act.  
 
There is no job I can get to pay my rent if I'm not allowed to do the things I
trained to do.  
 
I'm not going to be locked into a career in law or politics where I hate what I'm
doing so I end up hating myself. .
 
I wasn't taking $ from my parents when I was on sets.  I paid my rent.  My bills. 
My car insurance. 
 
Lovern & Lee Ryder & Arne Starr.  Fuck all 3 of you.  
 
I'm not a fucking future lawyer and I had cancer & an autoimmune disease. 
 
 
Lee Ryder is a MAGA moron and so is Lovern. So is my father. 
 
 
Do you understand if I made $ I'd use the $ to be an actor & editor & film maker. 
I'd be writing stories & film scripts.  Poerty. .
 
Any fucking man who wants me is a man IL want to hurt if I can't be an actor.  I
don't fucking want to be wanted as a fuckihg wife or whore.  
 
I'm phi beta kappa & Lee Ryder wants everyone to know I'm illiterate. 
 
My grandfather gave me Sherlock Holmes to read in the 6th grade.
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 I was making 16000 to 20000 on sets.  Plus I didn't have to buy food because
they fed me on sets.  
 
All of a sudden I have to pay rent & food and I'm sick.  And ive lost everything I
spent years working for.  
 
I didn't want to go work in any of the toxic law offices I worked for in 2003. 
When I worked for the census I had a panic attack in their offices.  So they only
hired me to go door to door.  Unlike the asswholes in Hollywood they accepted I
was fucking mentally messed up & still hired me.  Many actors have
experienced trauma. 
 
Lovern was nice to me?.  He's as nice as my father is.  
 
I'm not trained to be an accountant or real estate or wall street.  
 
I'm a writer. Poet.  Actor.  
 
My choices are go work in a pathetic retail Job like I'm back in college at
minimum wage.  Waste of my energy.  Stressing me out when I'm sick.  Pus I'd
be making as much as I was as an extra and be stuck in a job with no growth. 
...and most of my money would just go to food & I'd never get out of this
nightmare where I've been labeled stupid.  I am not stupid.  But I can not go
back to being in law.  I don't care about being a fucking politicians.  
 
 
I'm a literate person who reads Shakespeare.  .
 
I don't want to have health benefits & retirement plan. ...
 
I had scripts and films I wanted to make. 
 
I wanted to be able to decide who I am myself.  
 
Who ever this troll is.   I worked hard to be an actor & editor.  
 
I can't get a job that would fucking put me on a path where I'd want to be
successful now.
.
I don't care about being a millionaire.  I only love it when I get to be creative 
 
So fuck you if you claim to know me. 
 
You don't even fucking see me 
 
I'm not interested in being a fucking tool for lawyer or the government. 
 
I trained as a casting agent & director.  Not just acting.  Fuck you Lee.  

Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> Tue, Sep 13, 2022 at 3:58 PM
To: Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>, Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com>
Cc: "davidtullsr@aol.com" <davidtullsr@aol.com>, AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>, Barry Caldwell
<barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>, Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland <dci@sagaftra.org>,
BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk <bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie
Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>,
senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>, "heaton_warren@smc.edu"
<heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>, "assaf@assafcohen.com"
<assaf@assafcohen.com>, "ronan_farrow@newyorker.com" <ronan_farrow@newyorker.com>, LOUIE_WALT
<LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>, "angela@hollywoodos.com" <angela@hollywoodos.com>, "carla@headquarterscasting.com"
<carla@headquarterscasting.com>, "winningswimmerprods@gmail.com" <winningswimmerprods@gmail.com>,
"lapdonline@gmail.com" <lapdonline@gmail.com>

Oh hell, Cassandra! I didn't know own you were part of this! I'm so sorry 😞 
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Feel free to use my email in the future.
Can never have enough friends in this world.

Oh, and my deepest condolences for the loss of your Queen.
She meant much to so many.

Thank you and be well,

-Lee

From: Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2022 4:55:20 PM 
To: Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lee Kambarian <Leeryder@hotmail.com>; davidtullsr@aol.com <davidtullsr@aol.com>; AMELIA ADAMS
<amelia@lnf.com>; Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>; Carol Grant
<carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>; Duncan Crabtree-Ireland <dci@sagaftra.org>; BURNS_LISA
<Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>; ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>; Bruce Falk <bruce.falk@gmail.com>; Kellie Holoski
<kellie@kholoski.com>; Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>; Jessica Barlow Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>;
senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>; Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>; heaton_warren@smc.edu
<heaton_warren@smc.edu>; SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>; assaf@assafcohen.com
<assaf@assafcohen.com>; ronan_farrow@newyorker.com <ronan_farrow@newyorker.com>; LOUIE_WALT
<LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>; angela@hollywoodos.com <angela@hollywoodos.com>;
carla@headquarterscasting.com <carla@headquarterscasting.com>; winningswimmerprods@gmail.com
<winningswimmerprods@gmail.com>; lapdonline@gmail.com <lapdonline@gmail.com> 
Subject:
 
[Quoted text hidden]

Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> Tue, Sep 13, 2022 at 6:11 PM
To: Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com>
Cc: Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>, davidtullsr@aol.com, AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>,
Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>, Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland
<dci@sagaftra.org>, BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
"heaton_warren@smc.edu" <heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>,
assaf@assafcohen.com, ronan_farrow@newyorker.com, LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>,
angela@hollywoodos.com, carla@headquarterscasting.com, winningswimmerprods@gmail.com, lapdonline@gmail.com,
info@shondaland.com, info@cardjon.com

Really lee.  I'd rather have real friends than a back stabbing snake like you who after working on one project with me in
2007 thinks you have the right to tell everyone my life was in holding.  When I think on it.  Cloverfield was the only project
we were on together.  

You & Cassandra deserve each other.  

I never ever want to be on a set with lee ever again.  

Lee I studied acting with Adriane Paul's acting group.  I have friends in the UK.  I'm a sherlokian.  I also studied
Shakespeare with David Melville.  I have worked with a half dozen brit actors here in America.  

I'm also a direct descendent of Giles Tull the great grandfather of Jethro Tull.  My grandmother is a Furniss as in furniss
biscuits. 

I'm 70% brittish.  The UK is My ancestral home.  

I'm also Welsh Scottish & Irish

You want to deport me.  UK is where I genetically belong.  2% jew.  3% mixed African. 
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I have no clue why this cassandra person is our to stop me acting.  Jordan marks who gave me wine wanting to fuck me
in 2003.  Gilbreathe worked a UK film in 2019 with Kevin Smith.  IL

Fan of shonda rhimes amd her Brit TV show?  

I am an actor.  I will always want acting as a profession.  I'm sick of my life being monitored and policed by these
asswholes.  

I only want friends who are really good people & rational & understand psychology.  I am sick of the mentally ill  abusers
stalking Me like the 2 of you.  

[Quoted text hidden]

2 attachments
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Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> Tue, Sep 13, 2022 at 6:17 PM
To: tull.laura@gmail.com

Address not found

Your message wasn't delivered to
carla@headquarterscasting.com because the address
couldn't be found, or is unable to receive mail.

The response from the remote server was: 

550 No Such User Here

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=7976243086&view=att&th=18339921af277c25&attid=0.1&disp=inline&realattid=18339882cedcc3882b51&safe=1&zw
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=7976243086&view=att&th=18339921af277c25&attid=0.2&disp=inline&realattid=183398847ff51d7413f2&safe=1&zw
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Final-Recipient: rfc822; carla@headquarterscasting.com 
Action: failed 
Status: 5.0.0 
Remote-MTA: dns; headquarterscasting.com. (23.235.210.163, the server for the 
 domain headquarterscasting.com.) 
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 550 No Such User Here 
Last-Attempt-Date: Tue, 13 Sep 2022 18:17:13 -0700 (PDT) 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
To: Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>, davidtullsr@aol.com, AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>,
Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>, Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland
<dci@sagaftra.org>, BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
"heaton_warren@smc.edu" <heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>,
assaf@assafcohen.com, ronan_farrow@newyorker.com, LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>,
angela@hollywoodos.com, carla@headquarterscasting.com, winningswimmerprods@gmail.com, lapdonline@gmail.com,
info@shondaland.com, info@cardjon.com 
Bcc:  
Date: Tue, 13 Sep 2022 18:11:49 -0700 
Subject: Re: 
----- Message truncated ----- 

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> Tue, Sep 13, 2022 at 6:17 PM
To: tull.laura@gmail.com

Recipient inbox full

Your message couldn't be delivered to lapdonline@gmail.com.
Their inbox is full, or it's getting too much mail right now.

LEARN MORE

The response was: 

552 5.2.2 The email account that you tried to reach is over quota and inactive. Please direct
the recipient to https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaPerm a17-20020a056870e0d100b001214cdc86
28sor3398767oab.18 - gsmtp

Final-Recipient: rfc822; lapdonline@gmail.com 
Action: failed 

mailto:carla@headquarterscasting.com
http://headquarterscasting.com/
http://headquarterscasting.com/
https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaPerm
https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaPerm
mailto:lapdonline@gmail.com
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Status: 5.2.2 
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 552-5.2.2 The email account that you tried to reach is over quota and inactive. 
 552-5.2.2 Please direct the recipient to 
 552 5.2.2  https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaPerm a17-20020a056870e0d100b001214cdc86
28sor3398767oab.18 - gsmtp 
Last-Attempt-Date: Tue, 13 Sep 2022 18:17:13 -0700 (PDT) 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
To: Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>, davidtullsr@aol.com, AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>,
Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>, Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland
<dci@sagaftra.org>, BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
"heaton_warren@smc.edu" <heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>,
assaf@assafcohen.com, ronan_farrow@newyorker.com, LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>,
angela@hollywoodos.com, carla@headquarterscasting.com, winningswimmerprods@gmail.com, lapdonline@gmail.com,
info@shondaland.com, info@cardjon.com 
Bcc:  
Date: Tue, 13 Sep 2022 18:11:49 -0700 
Subject: Re: 
----- Message truncated ----- 

MAILER-DAEMON@yahoo.com <MAILER-DAEMON@yahoo.com> Tue, Sep 13, 2022 at 6:17 PM
To: tull.laura@gmail.com

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver the following message. 
This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out. 

Subject: Re: 
To: davidtullsr@aol.com 

--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
To: Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>, davidtullsr@aol.com, AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>,
Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>, Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland
<dci@sagaftra.org>, BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
"heaton_warren@smc.edu" <heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>,
assaf@assafcohen.com, ronan_farrow@newyorker.com, LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>,
angela@hollywoodos.com, carla@headquarterscasting.com, winningswimmerprods@gmail.com, lapdonline@gmail.com,
info@shondaland.com, info@cardjon.com 
Bcc:  
Date: Tue, 13 Sep 2022 18:11:49 -0700 
Subject: Re: 
Really lee.  I'd rather have real friends than a back stabbing snake like 
you who after working on one project with me in 2007 thinks you have the 
right to tell everyone my life was in holding.  When I think on it. 
Cloverfield was the only project we were on together. 

You & Cassandra deserve each other. 

I never ever want to be on a set with lee ever again. 

Lee I studied acting with Adriane Paul's acting group.  I have friends in 
the UK.  I'm a sherlokian.  I also studied Shakespeare with David 
Melville.  I have worked with a half dozen brit actors here in America. 

https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaPerm
mailto:davidtullsr@aol.com
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I'm also a direct descendent of Giles Tull the great grandfather of Jethro 
Tull.  My grandmother is a Furniss as in furniss biscuits. 

I'm 70% brittish.  The UK is My ancestral home. 

I'm also Welsh Scottish & Irish 

You want to deport me.  UK is where I genetically belong.  2% jew.  3% 
mixed African. 

I have no clue why this cassandra person is our to stop me acting.  Jordan 
marks who gave me wine wanting to fuck me in 2003.  Gilbreathe worked a UK 
film in 2019 with Kevin Smith.  IL 

Fan of shonda rhimes amd her Brit TV show? 

I am an actor.  I will always want acting as a profession.  I'm sick of my 
life being monitored and policed by these asswholes. 

I only want friends who are really good people & rational & understand 
psychology.  I am sick of the mentally ill  abusers stalking Me like the 2 
of you. 

On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 3:58 PM Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> wrote: 

> Oh hell, Cassandra! I didn't know own you were part of this! I'm so sorry 
> 😞 
> Feel free to use my email in the future. 
> Can never have enough friends in this world. 
> 
> Oh, and my deepest condolences for the loss of your Queen. 
> She meant much to so many. 
> 
> Thank you and be well, 
> 
> -Lee 
> ------------------------------ 
> *From:* Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com> 
> *Sent:* Tuesday, September 13, 2022 4:55:20 PM 
> *To:* Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
> *Cc:* Lee Kambarian <Leeryder@hotmail.com>; davidtullsr@aol.com < 
> davidtullsr@aol.com>; AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>; Barry Caldwell < 
> barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>; Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>; 
> Duncan Crabtree-Ireland <dci@sagaftra.org>; BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>; 
> ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>; Bruce Falk <bruce.falk@gmail.com>; Kellie 
> Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>; Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>; Jessica 
> Barlow Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>; senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>; Joe 
> Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>; heaton_warren@smc.edu < 
> heaton_warren@smc.edu>; SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>; 
> assaf@assafcohen.com <assaf@assafcohen.com>; ronan_farrow@newyorker.com < 
> ronan_farrow@newyorker.com>; LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>; 
> angela@hollywoodos.com <angela@hollywoodos.com>; 
> carla@headquarterscasting.com <carla@headquarterscasting.com>; 
> winningswimmerprods@gmail.com <winningswimmerprods@gmail.com>; 
> lapdonline@gmail.com <lapdonline@gmail.com> 
> *Subject:* 
> 
> That’s hilarious Laura, because Londoners 🇬🇧 in the 70’s & 80’s used to 
> use “You’re such a Sarah Bernhardt” to little girls that were overly 
> dramatic & hysterical as a slur. 
> 
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> Stop harassing, bullying & doxxing people, stop blaming everyone for well 
> over a decade now, that they will be the cause of your suicide Laura & get 
> some help. 
> 
> 
> 
> On 13 Sep 2022, at 23:35, Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
>   
> My grandfather called me  a little Sarah Bernhadt.  To the clergy she was 
> called the monster of the apocalypse.  I'd rather be a monster than 
> anyone's doormat.  My grandfather was a freemason. 
> 
> My last email to you is a history lesson in female strength. 
> 
> https://www.americanheritage.com/bernhardt-america#1 
> 
> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 2:16 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
> I just called the cops & told them to tell you to leave me the fuck 
> alone. 
> 
> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 2:06 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
> Who gave you power of attorney Lee.  You don't have the fucking right to 
> speak for anyone. .. 
> 
> 
> You could push someone to murder with your gas lighting abuse
> 
> I came to Cali to make it my home.  Not to be driven our by a guy who 
> thinks because he got a woman pregnant that makes him God 
> 
> God is an illusion created by man 
> 
> You narciscist. 
> 
> I masterbate lee.  I'm full of demons according to your fucked up God 
> 
> 
> You made me crazy. 
> 
> 
> I will fucking die before I give in to bullies 
> 
> 
> My parents made me feel suicidal growing up. It was acting that Made me 
> want to live. 
> 
> I'm not interested in being anything in the industry if I can't be an 
> actor 
> 
> 
> No amount of therapy is going to change the fact that without acting I 
> feel dead inside & I fucking hate men with no creativity 
> 
> I do not fucking want a husband with a house & a regular job.  I want to 
> finish all the TV & film ideas I had.  I want to be on TV as a pro actor or
> in films.  I don't fucking want an American who wants to control My
> thoughts and bore me to death.  Fuck you lee.   You shallow pathetic 
> soldier boy with no heart. 
> 
> 
> I want to have the cops throw you in an institution for using them to make 
> me shut up lee.  You are the one making me feel suicidal with your online 
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> harassment 
> 
> 
> The cops know I have an illness.  Putting me in an institution would 
> endanger my life 
> You already did enough of that by helping to kill my career. 
> You think my parents are wonderful but I'd kill myself if I had to go live 
> with them 
> 
> 
> because you want me to know I can't be an actor because your A Cali sexist 
> pig who only thinks actresses look like play boy birches 
> 
> I want a TRO on you Lee Kambarian Ryder 
> 
> I'm not changing my name because for some reason you had to 
> 
> I was writing poetry and scripts and stories Lee. 
> 
> You threatening me with the police isn't going to change the fact that I 
> was the one liked on sets and you only fucking think you were. 
> 
> You are trying to use the mental health system to kill my ability to be 
> employable in acting and the industry. 
> 
> 
> 
> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 12:32 PM Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> wrote: 
> 
> Laura, I think I can speak on behalf of everyone in this daisy chain of 
> crazy you've spouted nonstop for 2 weeks: shut the fuck up, leave us alone. 
> We don't want to hear your endless amounts of hate speech. 
> 
> If you don't I will get a TRO (Temporary restraining order) placed against 
> you as well as a 5150 72hr hold for your numerous threats of suicide. 
> 
> Go away. 
> 
> Thank you and be well, 
> 
> -Lee 
> ------------------------------ 
> *From:* Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
> *Sent:* Tuesday, September 13, 2022 1:23:09 PM 
> *To:* davidtullsr@aol.com <davidtullsr@aol.com>; AMELIA ADAMS < 
> amelia@lnf.com>; Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>; Cassandra 
> Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>; Carol Grant <
> carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>; Duncan Crabtree-Ireland <dci@sagaftra.org>; 
> BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>; Lee Kambarian <Leeryder@hotmail.com>; 
> ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>; Bruce Falk <bruce.falk@gmail.com>; Kellie 
> Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>; Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>; Jessica 
> Barlow Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>; senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>; Joe 
> Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>; heaton_warren@smc.edu < 
> heaton_warren@smc.edu>; SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>; 
> assaf@assafcohen.com <assaf@assafcohen.com>; ronan_farrow@newyorker.com < 
> ronan_farrow@newyorker.com>; LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>; 
> angela@hollywoodos.com <angela@hollywoodos.com>; 
> carla@headquarterscasting.com <carla@headquarterscasting.com>; 
> winningswimmerprods@gmail.com <winningswimmerprods@gmail.com> 
> *Subject:* Re: This troll claims they've known me 
> 
> I'm including Woody Schultz in this.  I'm not a kid anymore.  I grew up to 
> be an actor film maker editor.  I'm not a fucking politicians or lawyer or 
> give a flying fuck about being a silent obedient housewife or government 
> civ servant.  I fucking hate GOP and lawyers and politicians. 
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> 
> I don't want the fucking Bible in my life.  Nor do I want a fucking man 
> with a real job.  I fucking wanted a life in movies & TV or you will push 
> Me to being psycho 
> 
> 
> I'd fucking want to do damage to any fucking man who wasn't into acting 
> who tried to make me date him. I would grow to hate him and want to kill 
> myself because I wouldn't feel love.  My parents don't love me.  They 
> fucking want me as their property.  I don't want their WASP religion in my 
> life 
> 
> I wasn't born a trump supporter.  That's so fucking eugenic and stupid. 
> 
> I am me.  You are filling me with rage. 
> 
> I never dreamed of being fucked by Blake Shields.  I dreamt we might be 
> friends.  But if he sides with Israel and God & fucking sexism.  He's a 
> fucking Trump in sheep's clothing. 
> 
> On Fri, Sep 9, 2022, 8:48 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
> Lee wants me to call him daddy.  Daddy Lee means you shoved your penis 
> into a woman but that woman carried the baby.  She did all the work.  Not 
> you.  Or do you take credit for that to. . 
> I wasn't lazy.  But now.  I can't figure out how to get back what I 
> wanted.  An acting career. 
> 
> Michael Lovern was working for Customs.  Like my father but my dad was 
> higher up.  Until 2005.  He and I didn't meet until 2005 2006.  I was 
> already SAg eligible & had cancer.  He goes union 2006 & greys anatomy 
> stops hiring him. 
> 
> On Fri, Sep 9, 2022, 7:52 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
> Lee you worked with me on Cloverfield.  But I don't think we worked on 
> anything else.  Yet you claim to know what I did on sets?  You claim you 
> helped me? 
> 
> Lovern couldn't even get on Cloverfield.  They didn't want him.  He showed 
> up to spec.  He was union.  I was still non union 
> 
> 
> These are all the projects I worked in 2007. 
> 
> https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=177 
> 
> https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=185 
> 
> https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=204 
> 
> https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=239 
> 
> Also you were not on Eli Stone.  Barry Caldwell probably doesn't know 
> you.  I'm not sure he'd want to considering your a trump lover. 
> 
> 
> You were featured by David Mamet right Lee.  So was I.  The unit?   I have 
> visual proof. See my blog.  Now how did I end up on camera if I was just in 
> holding?  You want to say that you were nice to me.  That you & lovern 
> helped me & didn't fucking slander me like the sexist GOP you are. 
> 
> I was on Eli Stone for 20 days.  I didn't just fucking sit in holding. 
> Again see the images in my blog. You lying manipulative gas lighting 
> asswhole.
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> 
>  I'm curious.  Do you know Will Wallace? 
> 
> On Fri, Sep 9, 2022, 7:02 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
> Lee Ryder you saying all I did was sit around & do nothing on sets is 
> slander.  Barry Caldwell knows that's not true.  I was in class at SMC.  I 
> was networking with Jeff gunn. I was going to script writing groups.  I was 
> learning how to use a digital camera and how to design my own websites.  I 
> was hanging out at the magic castle. 
> 
> I'm artistichope.com 
> 
> I'm womenlovepeace.com 
> 
> I'm not fucking interested in being a doc film maker.  I'm not interested 
> in moving from Los Angeles 
> 
> 
> I'm not fucking interested in dating an uneducated GOP jug head. 
> 
> I would rather move to Toronto or London or mauve Paris than live in small 
> town AMerica 
> 
> I worked at the national press building in DC.  You and Lovern were 
> asswholes to me. 
> 
> I was 100000 in debt from law school.  I don't want a career that's small 
> and boring because my parents want me to be pathetic.  They want me to be 
> their broken daughter again who wouldn't leave her room.  You fucking 
> helped break me.  I would kill myself before I'd want a future where I 
> wasn't respected as gifted & talented.  Because I am gifted Lee ryder.  You 
> are just a jug head who thinks I need to be disciplined like a child.  I'm 
> a fucking full grown woman. 
> 
> You want everyone to think I can't wrote coherent sentences.  I graduated 
> law school.  Fuck you. 
> 
> On Thu, Sep 8, 2022, 6:25 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
> My college year book.  Class of 1992.  Lee.  It clearly states I was  a 
> theater business economics major.  I trained in acting & directing & 
> dramaturg. 
> 
> I also had to take stage craft. 
> 
> I'm the laura ann tull who went to Catholic law school in DC. 
> https://apps.calbar.ca.gov/attorney/Licensee/Detail/207690 
> 
> Fuck you Lee. 
> 
> 
> On Thu, Sep 8, 2022, 11:02 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
> Lee Ryder on the set of Cloverfield was renting a car.  They were using 
> "his car" but it was a rental.  I had a car Lee.  I was paying $1000 a year 
> in car insurance on it.  I was using my pay from sets to do that.  My 
> fucking parents were not paying my bills.  I needed every penny I made from 
> sets.  I had to sell my car because of all the slander abd lies about my 
> supposed bad behavior.  I don't think you were working union on 
> Cloverfield.  Non union how much of your pay check was going to pay the 
> rental?  There are people in LA who worked sets Lee who would have needed 
> every fucking penny. 
> 
> I don't have a car anymore.  I sold it rather than having to fucking take 
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> $ from my parents to pay insurance.  I wasn't going to use it to move to 
> fucking stupid Arizona.  A state with a bunch of GOP morons who would have 
> abused me for being educated.  I would rather go back to DC than AZ. 
> 
> SEAN FUCK YOU BECAUSE UNLESS I CAN BE AN ACTOR I DONT CARE ABOUT BEING 
> ALIVE.  YOU HYPOCRITE. 
> 
> I AM AN ACTOR.  ACTING IS THE ONLY FUCKING THING THAT MAKES ME FEEL LIKE I 
> HAVE A HOME 
> 
> 
> On Wed, Sep 7, 2022, 9:53 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
> Pass this message to the judiciary committee at SMC.  The only fucking 
> reason I came to Cali was to be an actor. 
> 
> Cassandra Taylor claims I'm a liar.  I told my fucking parents I wouldn't 
> care about being employed if I couldn't be an actor when I had cancer. 
> They fucking got it into their warped Jesus freak minds I'd only spend a 
> year trying. 
> 
> Excuse me but I got a theater degree & masters in performing arts.  I've 
> spent decades planning to work in film & TV.  Studied communication law
> even at Catholic. 
> 
> But you all think I'm supposed to do what my fucking parents want or this 
> Brittish bitch Cassandra Taylor- get a job  and pay my bills but I'm not 
> fucking allowed for that job to have anything to do with actors or artists. 
> 
> So I get to spend the rest of my life pretending to love things I don't? 
> Pretending to want to do a good job just to get money? 
> 
> Well I'm going to want my employer to pay for therapy because otherwise 
> one day I'm likely to show up wanting to scream or kill everyone because 
> I'm not going to be happy 
> 
> You fucking asswholes at Santa Monica.  You sexists fascists Trump loving 
> morons. 
> 
> On Wed, Sep 7, 2022, 8:38 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
> If my fucking father thinks I'm to ugly or unlikable to be hired as an 
> actor than I'd want kick him.  He's hit me.  He's grabbed my arm so hard I 
> thought he was going to break it.  He shook me so hard in high school I 
> thought he was going to snap my neck angry I got a scholarship and could 
> leave home.  My father isn't wonderful. Imagine that.  He doesn't want me 
> employed doing anything that might make me significant or important because 
> I can't be better than him. 
> 
> What kind lf father wants their child to be unliked or wants their child 
> married to a man who treats them like a slave.  A fucking father who likes 
> Donald Trump.  A man who loves his guns more than he loves his own child 
> 
> I deserved justice.  I earned sag aftra.  My fucking father wants to take 
> everythig I earned away.  Isolate me so I can't be an actor so I'm 
> dependent on him.  I want to kick his penis the way gilbreathe shoved his 
> finger up inside my vagina so he knows how fucking sick he's left me 
> feeling.  I hate the penis.  Ugliest thing nature ever created.  I didn't 
> touch jordan marks below the waist.  So how did I supposedly force him to 
> fuck me or anyone.  I don't like touching that think men think makes them 
> so attractive.  A penis is a tool.  Not a work of art. 
> 
> On Wed, Sep 7, 2022, 12:47 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
> By the way Sean your bull shit about loving your parents.  It's delusional 
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> to tell that to someone who is abused. 
> 
> Frankly statistically 80% of child abuse is from parents.  Not strangers. 
> Women abuse children slightly more than men 
> 
> Also a girl who is abused is more likely to have long term damage from the 
> abuse than a boy.  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1448305/ 
> 
> Never tell a girl she should love her parents if you've never met those 
> parents. 
> 
> On Tue, Sep 6, 2022, 4:49 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
> No one has known me since I was a kid.  My own parents don't even know or 
> accept me. .
> 
> I've been into arts since i was in high school.  The only reason I wanted 
> to go to law school was to work in entertainment and the 1st amendment. 
> Freedom of the press and theater & acting. 
> 
> 
> If I'm not allowed to go out into hollywood or LA and network or be on 
> sets or studio lots because my daddy says so how fucked up are we?  I have 
> to be in a job where I'm chained to an office and no one sees me.  I can't 
> socialize.  I can't have friends.  My fucked up parents are like that.  I 
> barely had a social life growing up.  They lived for work and were not fun 
> 
> 
> Unlike Lee Ryder I didn't change my name because my name is connected to 
> my theater & education in acting & communication law.  My 3rd grade teacher 
> told Me I could do anything.  I was a straight A student from 3rd grade.  I 
> played Piano from 3rd grade until I was a senior. 
> 
> 
> My name  on every academic certificate I have and I don't have a criminal 
> record. 
> 
> I had a business license to start my own business as a writer. 
> 
> I have been an actor since college. 
> 
> I have a masters in performing arts. 
> 
> If you knew me as a kid you would know that I wasn't cut out to be a 
> lawyer.  I wasnt cut out to be a nurse.  That I would say I wanted to be an 
> actor & my father shut me up.  That instead I decided I'd be a writer.  But 
> then I got a scholarship to college & I was free to finally do what I 
> wanted with life. .. so if you don't let me get writing jobs.  You don't 
> let me edit.  You don't let me act. 
> 
> There is no job I can get to pay my rent if I'm not allowed to do the 
> things I trained to do. 
> 
> I'm not going to be locked into a career in law or politics where I hate 
> what I'm doing so I end up hating myself. . 
> 
> I wasn't taking $ from my parents when I was on sets.  I paid my rent.  My 
> bills.  My car insurance. 
> 
> Lovern & Lee Ryder & Arne Starr.  Fuck all 3 of you. 
> 
> I'm not a fucking future lawyer and I had cancer & an autoimmune disease. 
> 
> 
> Lee Ryder is a MAGA moron and so is Lovern. So is my father. 
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> 
> 
> Do you understand if I made $ I'd use the $ to be an actor & editor & film 
> maker.  I'd be writing stories & film scripts.  Poerty. . 
> 
> Any fucking man who wants me is a man IL want to hurt if I can't be an 
> actor.  I don't fucking want to be wanted as a fuckihg wife or whore. 
> 
> I'm phi beta kappa & Lee Ryder wants everyone to know I'm illiterate. 
> 
> My grandfather gave me Sherlock Holmes to read in the 6th grade. 
> 
>  I was making 16000 to 20000 on sets.  Plus I didn't have to buy food 
> because they fed me on sets. 
> 
> All of a sudden I have to pay rent & food and I'm sick.  And ive lost 
> everything I spent years working for. 
> 
> I didn't want to go work in any of the toxic law offices I worked for in 
> 2003.  When I worked for the census I had a panic attack in their offices. 
> So they only hired me to go door to door.  Unlike the asswholes in 
> Hollywood they accepted I was fucking mentally messed up & still hired me. 
> Many actors have experienced trauma. 
> 
> Lovern was nice to me?.  He's as nice as my father is. 
> 
> I'm not trained to be an accountant or real estate or wall street. 
> 
> I'm a writer. Poet.  Actor. 
> 
> My choices are go work in a pathetic retail Job like I'm back in college 
> at minimum wage.  Waste of my energy.  Stressing me out when I'm sick.  Pus 
> I'd be making as much as I was as an extra and be stuck in a job with no 
> growth.  ...and most of my money would just go to food & I'd never get out 
> of this nightmare where I've been labeled stupid.  I am not stupid.  But I 
> can not go back to being in law.  I don't care about being a fucking 
> politicians. 
> 
> 
> I'm a literate person who reads Shakespeare.  . 
> 
> I don't want to have health benefits & retirement plan. ... 
> 
> I had scripts and films I wanted to make. 
> 
> I wanted to be able to decide who I am 
[remainder of message body omitted; too large] 

Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> Tue, Sep 13, 2022 at 6:38 PM
To: Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com>
Cc: Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>, davidtullsr@aol.com, AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>,
Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>, Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland
<dci@sagaftra.org>, BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
"heaton_warren@smc.edu" <heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>,
assaf@assafcohen.com, ronan_farrow@newyorker.com, LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>,
angela@hollywoodos.com, carla@headquarterscasting.com, winningswimmerprods@gmail.com, lapdonline@gmail.com,
info@shondaland.com, info@cardjon.com

Lee.  I'm part carter.  Lynda Carter is probably related to me.  So is June Carter Cash.  Jimmie Carter. Elvis Presley.  I
have genetic talent. 
[Quoted text hidden]
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<dci@sagaftra.org>, BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
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<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
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<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
"heaton_warren@smc.edu" <heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>,
assaf@assafcohen.com, ronan_farrow@newyorker.com, LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>,
angela@hollywoodos.com, carla@headquarterscasting.com, winningswimmerprods@gmail.com, lapdonline@gmail.com,
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Lee you want to make sure I don't have friends.  No one is going to be there fir me but my parents. As long as my parents
are GOP and won't accept I'm vegan I never ever want to see them again.

I don't need friends to be who I am.  I don't need people who do not stand by Me.  I would rather stand alone than fucking
follow a crowd that can't do what's right.  Don't care about my mental well being.  Acting is what makes me want to live.  
[Quoted text hidden]

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> Tue, Sep 13, 2022 at 7:04 PM
To: tull.laura@gmail.com

Recipient inbox full

Your message couldn't be delivered to lapdonline@gmail.com.
Their inbox is full, or it's getting too much mail right now.

LEARN MORE

The response was: 

552 5.2.2 The email account that you tried to reach is over quota and inactive. Please direct
the recipient to https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaPerm gn10-20020a056870d98a00b00127774931
dcsor3358760oab.162 - gsmtp

Final-Recipient: rfc822; lapdonline@gmail.com 
Action: failed 
Status: 5.2.2 
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 552-5.2.2 The email account that you tried to reach is over quota and inactive. 
 552-5.2.2 Please direct the recipient to 
 552 5.2.2  https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaPerm gn10-20020a056870d98a00b00127774931
dcsor3358760oab.162 - gsmtp 
Last-Attempt-Date: Tue, 13 Sep 2022 19:04:51 -0700 (PDT) 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
To: Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>, davidtullsr@aol.com, AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>,
Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>, Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland
<dci@sagaftra.org>, BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
"heaton_warren@smc.edu" <heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>,
assaf@assafcohen.com, ronan_farrow@newyorker.com, LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>,
angela@hollywoodos.com, carla@headquarterscasting.com, winningswimmerprods@gmail.com, lapdonline@gmail.com,
info@shondaland.com, info@cardjon.com 
Bcc:  
Date: Tue, 13 Sep 2022 19:04:36 -0700 
Subject: Re: 
----- Message truncated ----- 

https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaPerm
https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaPerm
mailto:lapdonline@gmail.com
https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaPerm
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Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> Tue, Sep 13, 2022 at 7:04 PM
To: tull.laura@gmail.com

[Quoted text hidden]

Final-Recipient: rfc822; carla@headquarterscasting.com 
Action: failed 
Status: 5.0.0 
Remote-MTA: dns; headquarterscasting.com. (23.235.210.163, the server for the 
 domain headquarterscasting.com.) 
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 550 No Such User Here 
Last-Attempt-Date: Tue, 13 Sep 2022 19:04:51 -0700 (PDT) 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
To: Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>, davidtullsr@aol.com, AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>,
Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>, Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland
<dci@sagaftra.org>, BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
"heaton_warren@smc.edu" <heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>,
assaf@assafcohen.com, ronan_farrow@newyorker.com, LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>,
angela@hollywoodos.com, carla@headquarterscasting.com, winningswimmerprods@gmail.com, lapdonline@gmail.com,
info@shondaland.com, info@cardjon.com 
Bcc:  
Date: Tue, 13 Sep 2022 19:04:36 -0700 
Subject: Re: 
----- Message truncated ----- 

MAILER-DAEMON@yahoo.com <MAILER-DAEMON@yahoo.com> Tue, Sep 13, 2022 at 7:04 PM
To: tull.laura@gmail.com

[Quoted text hidden]

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
To: Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>, davidtullsr@aol.com, AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>,
Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>, Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland
<dci@sagaftra.org>, BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
"heaton_warren@smc.edu" <heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>,
assaf@assafcohen.com, ronan_farrow@newyorker.com, LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>,
angela@hollywoodos.com, carla@headquarterscasting.com, winningswimmerprods@gmail.com, lapdonline@gmail.com,
info@shondaland.com, info@cardjon.com 
Bcc:  
Date: Tue, 13 Sep 2022 19:04:36 -0700 
Subject: Re: 
Lee you want to make sure I don't have friends.  No one is going to be 
there fir me but my parents. As long as my parents are GOP and won't accept 
I'm vegan I never ever want to see them again. 

I don't need friends to be who I am.  I don't need people who do not stand 
by Me.  I would rather stand alone than fucking follow a crowd that can't 
do what's right.  Don't care about my mental well being.  Acting is what 
makes me want to live. 

On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 6:38 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 

mailto:carla@headquarterscasting.com
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> Lee.  I'm part carter.  Lynda Carter is probably related to me.  So is 
> June Carter Cash.  Jimmie Carter. Elvis Presley.  I have genetic talent. 
> 
> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 6:11 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
>> Really lee.  I'd rather have real friends than a back stabbing snake like 
>> you who after working on one project with me in 2007 thinks you have the 
>> right to tell everyone my life was in holding.  When I think on it. 
>> Cloverfield was the only project we were on together.
>> 
>> You & Cassandra deserve each other. 
>> 
>> I never ever want to be on a set with lee ever again. 
>> 
>> Lee I studied acting with Adriane Paul's acting group.  I have friends in 
>> the UK.  I'm a sherlokian.  I also studied Shakespeare with David 
>> Melville.  I have worked with a half dozen brit actors here in America. 
>> 
>> I'm also a direct descendent of Giles Tull the great grandfather of 
>> Jethro Tull.  My grandmother is a Furniss as in furniss biscuits. 
>> 
>> I'm 70% brittish.  The UK is My ancestral home. 
>> 
>> I'm also Welsh Scottish & Irish 
>> 
>> You want to deport me.  UK is where I genetically belong.  2% jew.  3% 
>> mixed African. 
>> 
>> I have no clue why this cassandra person is our to stop me acting. 
>> Jordan marks who gave me wine wanting to fuck me in 2003.  Gilbreathe 
>> worked a UK film in 2019 with Kevin Smith.  IL 
>> 
>> Fan of shonda rhimes amd her Brit TV show? 
>> 
>> I am an actor.  I will always want acting as a profession.  I'm sick of 
>> my life being monitored and policed by these asswholes. 
>> 
>> I only want friends who are really good people & rational & understand 
>> psychology.  I am sick of the mentally ill  abusers stalking Me like the 2 
>> of you. 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 3:58 PM Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> wrote: 
>> 
>>> Oh hell, Cassandra! I didn't know own you were part of this! I'm so 
>>> sorry 😞 
>>> Feel free to use my email in the future. 
>>> Can never have enough friends in this world. 
>>> 
>>> Oh, and my deepest condolences for the loss of your Queen. 
>>> She meant much to so many. 
>>> 
>>> Thank you and be well, 
>>> 
>>> -Lee 
>>> ------------------------------ 
>>> *From:* Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com> 
>>> *Sent:* Tuesday, September 13, 2022 4:55:20 PM
>>> *To:* Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>> *Cc:* Lee Kambarian <Leeryder@hotmail.com>; davidtullsr@aol.com < 
>>> davidtullsr@aol.com>; AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>; Barry Caldwell < 
>>> barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>; Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>; 
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>>> Duncan Crabtree-Ireland <dci@sagaftra.org>; BURNS_LISA < 
>>> Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>; ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>; Bruce Falk < 
>>> bruce.falk@gmail.com>; Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>; Leona 
>>> Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>; Jessica Barlow Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>; 
>>> senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>; Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>; 
>>> heaton_warren@smc.edu <heaton_warren@smc.edu>; SEAN RAYMOND HILL < 
>>> seanraymondhill@gmail.com>; assaf@assafcohen.com <assaf@assafcohen.com>; 
>>> ronan_farrow@newyorker.com <ronan_farrow@newyorker.com>; LOUIE_WALT < 
>>> LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>; angela@hollywoodos.com <angela@hollywoodos.com>; 
>>> carla@headquarterscasting.com <carla@headquarterscasting.com>; 
>>> winningswimmerprods@gmail.com <winningswimmerprods@gmail.com>; 
>>> lapdonline@gmail.com <lapdonline@gmail.com> 
>>> *Subject:* 
>>> 
>>> That’s hilarious Laura, because Londoners 🇬🇧 in the 70’s & 80’s used 
>>> to use “You’re such a Sarah Bernhardt” to little girls that were overly 
>>> dramatic & hysterical as a slur. 
>>> 
>>> Stop harassing, bullying & doxxing people, stop blaming everyone for 
>>> well over a decade now, that they will be the cause of your suicide Laura & 
>>> get some help. 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> On 13 Sep 2022, at 23:35, Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
>>> 
>>>   
>>> My grandfather called me  a little Sarah Bernhadt.  To the clergy she 
>>> was called the monster of the apocalypse.  I'd rather be a monster than 
>>> anyone's doormat.  My grandfather was a freemason. 
>>> 
>>> My last email to you is a history lesson in female strength. 
>>> 
>>> https://www.americanheritage.com/bernhardt-america#1 
>>> 
>>> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 2:16 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>> wrote: 
>>> 
>>> I just called the cops & told them to tell you to leave me the fuck 
>>> alone. 
>>> 
>>> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 2:06 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>> wrote: 
>>> 
>>> Who gave you power of attorney Lee.  You don't have the fucking right to 
>>> speak for anyone. .. 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> You could push someone to murder with your gas lighting abuse 
>>> 
>>> I came to Cali to make it my home.  Not to be driven our by a guy who 
>>> thinks because he got a woman pregnant that makes him God 
>>> 
>>> God is an illusion created by man 
>>> 
>>> You narciscist. 
>>> 
>>> I masterbate lee.  I'm full of demons according to your fucked up God 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> You made me crazy. 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> I will fucking die before I give in to bullies 
>>> 
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>>> 
>>> My parents made me feel suicidal growing up. It was acting that Made me 
>>> want to live. 
>>> 
>>> I'm not interested in being anything in the industry if I can't be an 
>>> actor 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> No amount of therapy is going to change the fact that without acting I 
>>> feel dead inside & I fucking hate men with no creativity 
>>> 
>>> I do not fucking want a husband with a house & a regular job.  I want to 
>>> finish all the TV & film ideas I had.  I want to be on TV as a pro actor or 
>>> in films.  I don't fucking want an American who wants to control My 
>>> thoughts and bore me to death.  Fuck you lee.   You shallow pathetic 
>>> soldier boy with no heart. 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> I want to have the cops throw you in an institution for using them to 
>>> make me shut up lee.  You are the one making me feel suicidal with your 
>>> online harassment 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> The cops know I have an illness.  Putting me in an institution would 
>>> endanger my life 
>>> You already did enough of that by helping to kill my career. 
>>> You think my parents are wonderful but I'd kill myself if I had to go 
>>> live with them 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> because you want me to know I can't be an actor because your A Cali 
>>> sexist pig who only thinks actresses look like play boy birches 
>>> 
>>> I want a TRO on you Lee Kambarian Ryder 
>>> 
>>> I'm not changing my name because for some reason you had to 
>>> 
>>> I was writing poetry and scripts and stories Lee. 
>>> 
>>> You threatening me with the police isn't going to change the fact that I 
>>> was the one liked on sets and you only fucking think you were. 
>>> 
>>> You are trying to use the mental health system to kill my ability to be 
>>> employable in acting and the industry. 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 12:32 PM Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> 
>>> wrote: 
>>> 
>>> Laura, I think I can speak on behalf of everyone in this daisy chain of 
>>> crazy you've spouted nonstop for 2 weeks: shut the fuck up, leave us alone. 
>>> We don't want to hear your endless amounts of hate speech. 
>>> 
>>> If you don't I will get a TRO (Temporary restraining order) placed 
>>> against you as well as a 5150 72hr hold for your numerous threats of 
>>> suicide. 
>>> 
>>> Go away. 
>>> 
>>> Thank you and be well, 
>>> 
>>> -Lee 
>>> ------------------------------ 
>>> *From:* Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
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>>> *Sent:* Tuesday, September 13, 2022 1:23:09 PM
>>> *To:* davidtullsr@aol.com <davidtullsr@aol.com>; AMELIA ADAMS < 
>>> amelia@lnf.com>; Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>; Cassandra 
>>> Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>; Carol Grant < 
>>> carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>; Duncan Crabtree-Ireland <dci@sagaftra.org>; 
>>> BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>; Lee Kambarian <Leeryder@hotmail.com>; 
>>> ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>; Bruce Falk <bruce.falk@gmail.com>; 
>>> Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>; Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>; 
>>> Jessica Barlow Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>; senecaiam < 
>>> senecaiam@aol.com>; Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>; 
>>> heaton_warren@smc.edu <heaton_warren@smc.edu>; SEAN RAYMOND HILL < 
>>> seanraymondhill@gmail.com>; assaf@assafcohen.com <assaf@assafcohen.com>; 
>>> ronan_farrow@newyorker.com <ronan_farrow@newyorker.com>; LOUIE_WALT < 
>>> LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>; angela@hollywoodos.com <angela@hollywoodos.com>; 
>>> carla@headquarterscasting.com <carla@headquarterscasting.com>; 
>>> winningswimmerprods@gmail.com <winningswimmerprods@gmail.com> 
>>> *Subject:* Re: This troll claims they've known me 
>>> 
>>> I'm including Woody Schultz in this.  I'm not a kid anymore.  I grew up 
>>> to be an actor film maker editor.  I'm not a fucking politicians or lawyer 
>>> or give a flying fuck about being a silent obedient housewife or government 
>>> civ servant.  I fucking hate GOP and lawyers and politicians. 
>>> 
>>> I don't want the fucking Bible in my life.  Nor do I want a fucking man 
>>> with a real job.  I fucking wanted a life in movies & TV or you will push 
>>> Me to being psycho 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> I'd fucking want to do damage to any fucking man who wasn't into acting 
>>> who tried to make me date him. I would grow to hate him and want to kill 
>>> myself because I wouldn't feel love.  My parents don't love me.  They 
>>> fucking want me as their property.  I don't want their WASP religion in my 
>>> life
>>> 
>>> I wasn't born a trump supporter.  That's so fucking eugenic and stupid. 
>>> 
>>> I am me.  You are filling me with rage. 
>>> 
>>> I never dreamed of being fucked by Blake Shields.  I dreamt we might be 
>>> friends.  But if he sides with Israel and God & fucking sexism.  He's a 
>>> fucking Trump in sheep's clothing. 
>>> 
>>> On Fri, Sep 9, 2022, 8:48 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>> wrote: 
>>> 
>>> Lee wants me to call him daddy.  Daddy Lee means you shoved your penis 
>>> into a woman but that woman carried the baby.  She did all the work.  Not 
>>> you.  Or do you take credit for that to. . 
>>> I wasn't lazy.  But now.  I can't figure out how to get back what I 
>>> wanted.  An acting career. 
>>> 
>>> Michael Lovern was working for Customs.  Like my father but my dad was 
>>> higher up.  Until 2005.  He and I didn't meet until 2005 2006.  I was 
>>> already SAg eligible & had cancer.  He goes union 2006 & greys anatomy 
>>> stops hiring him. 
>>> 
>>> On Fri, Sep 9, 2022, 7:52 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>> wrote: 
>>> 
>>> Lee you worked with me on Cloverfield.  But I don't think we worked on 
>>> anything else.  Yet you claim to know what I did on sets?  You claim you 
>>> helped me? 
>>> 
>>> Lovern couldn't even get on Cloverfield.  They didn't want him.  He 
>>> showed up to spec.  He was union.  I was still non union 
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>>> 
>>> 
>>> These are all the projects I worked in 2007. 
>>> 
>>> https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=177 
>>> 
>>> https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=185 
>>> 
>>> https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=204 
>>> 
>>> https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=239 
>>> 
>>> Also you were not on Eli Stone.  Barry Caldwell probably doesn't know 
>>> you.  I'm not sure he'd want to considering your a trump lover. 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> You were featured by David Mamet right Lee.  So was I.  The unit?   I 
>>> have visual proof. See my blog.  Now how did I end up on camera if I was 
>>> just in holding?  You want to say that you were nice to me.  That you & 
>>> lovern helped me & didn't fucking slander me like the sexist GOP you are. 
>>> 
>>> I was on Eli Stone for 20 days.  I didn't just fucking sit in holding. 
>>> Again see the images in my blog. You lying manipulative gas lighting 
>>> asswhole. 
>>> 
>>>  I'm curious.  Do you know Will Wallace? 
>>> 
>>> On Fri, Sep 9, 2022, 7:02 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>> wrote: 
>>> 
>>> Lee Ryder you saying all I did was sit around & do nothing on sets is 
>>> slander.  Barry Caldwell knows that's not true.  I was in class at SMC.  I 
>>> was networking with Jeff gunn. I was going to script writing groups.  I was 
>>> learning how to use a digital camera and how to design my own websites.  I 
>>> was hanging out at the magic castle. 
>>> 
>>> I'm artistichope.com 
>>> 
>>> I'm womenlovepeace.com 
>>> 
>>> I'm not fucking interested in being a doc film maker.  I'm not 
>>> interested in moving from Los Angeles 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> I'm not fucking interested in dating an uneducated GOP jug head. 
>>> 
>>> I would rather move to Toronto or London or mauve Paris than live in 
>>> small town AMerica 
>>> 
>>> I worked at the national press building in DC.  You and Lovern were 
>>> asswholes to me. 
>>> 
>>> I was 100000 in debt from law school.  I don't want a career that's 
>>> small and boring because my parents want me to be pathetic.  They want me 
>>> to be their broken daughter again who wouldn't leave her room.  You fucking 
>>> helped break me.  I would kill myself before I'd want a future where I 
>>> wasn't respected as gifted & talented.  Because I am gifted Lee ryder.  You 
>>> are just a jug head who thinks I need to be disciplined like a child.  I'm 
>>> a fucking full grown woman. 
>>> 
>>> You want everyone to think I can't wrote coherent sentences.  I 
>>> graduated law school.  Fuck you. 
>>> 
>>> On Thu, Sep 8, 2022, 6:25 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>> wrote: 
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>>> 
>>> My college year book.  Class of 1992.  Lee.  It clearly states I was  a 
>>> theater business economics major.  I trained in acting & directing & 
>>> dramaturg. 
>>> 
>>> I also had to take stage craft. 
>>> 
>>> I'm the laura ann tull who went to Catholic law school in DC. 
>>> https://apps.calbar.ca.gov/attorney/Licensee/Detail/207690 
>>> 
>>> Fuck you Lee. 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> On Thu, Sep 8, 2022, 11:02 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com>
>>> wrote: 
>>> 
>>> Lee Ryder on the set of Cloverfield was renting a car.  They were using 
>>> "his car" but it was a rental.  I had a car Lee.  I was paying $1000 a year 
>>> in car insurance on it.  I was using my pay from sets to do that.  My 
>>> fucking parents were not paying my bills.  I needed every penny I made from 
>>> sets.  I had to sell my car because of all the slander abd lies about my 
>>> supposed bad behavior.  I don't think you were working union on
>>> Cloverfield.  Non union how much of your pay check was going to pay the 
>>> rental?  There are people in LA who worked sets Lee who would have needed 
>>> every fucking penny. 
>>> 
>>> I don't have a car anymore.  I sold it rather than having to fucking 
>>> take $ from my parents to pay insurance.  I wasn't going to use it to move 
>>> to fucking stupid Arizona.  A state with a bunch of GOP morons who would 
>>> have abused me for being educated.  I would rather go back to DC than AZ. 
>>> 
>>> SEAN FUCK YOU BECAUSE UNLESS I CAN BE AN ACTOR I DONT CARE ABOUT BEING 
>>> ALIVE.  YOU HYPOCRITE. 
>>> 
>>> I AM AN ACTOR.  ACTING IS THE ONLY FUCKING THING THAT MAKES ME FEEL LIKE 
>>> I HAVE A HOME 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> On Wed, Sep 7, 2022, 9:53 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>> wrote: 
>>> 
>>> Pass this message to the judiciary committee at SMC.  The only fucking 
>>> reason I came to Cali was to be an actor. 
>>> 
>>> Cassandra Taylor claims I'm a liar.  I told my fucking parents I 
>>> wouldn't care about being employed if I couldn't be an actor when I had 
>>> cancer.  They fucking got it into their warped Jesus freak minds I'd only 
>>> spend a year trying. 
>>> 
>>> Excuse me but I got a theater degree & masters in performing arts.  I've 
>>> spent decades planning to work in film & TV.  Studied communication law 
>>> even at Catholic. 
>>> 
>>> But you all think I'm supposed to do what my fucking parents want or 
>>> this Brittish bitch Cassandra Taylor- get a job  and pay my bills but I'm 
>>> not fucking allowed for that job to have anything to do with actors or 
>>> artists. 
>>> 
>>> So I get to spend the rest of my life pretending to love things I don't? 
>>> Pretending to want to do a good job just to get money? 
>>> 
>>> Well I'm going to want my employer to pay for therapy because otherwise 
>>> one day I'm likely to show up wanting to scream or kill everyone because 
>>> I'm not going to be happy 
>>> 
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>>> You fucking asswholes at Santa Monica.  You sexists fascists Trump 
>>> loving morons. 
>>> 
>>> On Wed, Sep 7, 2022, 8:38 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>> wrote: 
>>> 
>>> If my fucking father thinks I'm to ugly or unlikable to be hired as an 
>>> actor than I'd want kick him.  He's hit me.  He's grabbed my arm so hard I 
>>> thought he was going to break it.  He shook me so hard in high school I 
>>> thought he was going to snap my neck angry I got a scholarship and could 
>>> leave home.  My father isn't wonderful. Imagine that.  He doesn't want me
>>> employed doing anything that might make me significant or important because 
>>> I can't be better than him. 
>>> 
>>> What kind lf father wants their child to be unliked or wants their child 
>>> married to a man who treats them like a slave.  A fucking father who likes 
>>> Donald Trump.  A man who loves his guns more than he loves his own child 
>>> 
>>> I deserved justice.  I earned sag aftra.  My fucking father wants to 
>>> take everythig I earned away.  Isolate me so I can't be an actor so I'm 
>>> dependent on him.  I want to kick his penis the way gilbreathe shoved his 
>>> finger up inside my vagina so he knows how fucking sick he's left me 
>>> feeling.  I hate the penis.  Ugliest thing nature ever created.  I didn't 
>>> touch jordan marks below the waist.  So how did I supposedly force him to 
>>> fuck me or anyone.  I don't like touching that think men think makes them 
>>> so attractive.  A penis is a tool.  Not a work of art. 
>>> 
>>> On Wed, Sep 7, 2022, 12:47 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>> wrote: 
>>> 
>>> By the way Sean your bull shit about loving your parents.  It's 
>>> delusional to tell that to someone who is abused. 
>>> 
>>> Frankly statistically 80% of child abuse is from parents.  Not 
>>> strangers.  Women abuse children slightly more than men 
>>> 
>>> Also a girl who is abused is more likely to have long term damage from 
>>> the abuse than a boy. 
>>> https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1448305/ 
>>> 
>>> Never tell a girl she should love her parents if you've never met those 
>>> parents. 
>>> 
>>> On Tue, Sep 6, 2022, 4:49 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>> wrote: 
>>> 
>>> No one has known me since I was a kid.  My own parents don't even know 
>>> or accept me. . 
>>> 
>>> I've been into arts since i was in high school.  The only reason I 
>>> wanted to go to law school was to work in entertainment and the 1st 
>>> amendment.  Freedom of the press and theater & acting.
>>> 
>>> 
>>> If I'm not allowed to go out into hollywood or LA and network or be on 
>>> sets or studio lots because my daddy says so how fucked up are we?  I have 
>>> to be in a job where I'm chained to an office and no one sees me.  I can't 
>>> socialize.  I can't have friends.  My fucked up parents are like that.  I 
>>> barely had a social life growing up.  They lived for work and were not fun 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> Unlike Lee Ryder I didn't change my name because my name is connected to 
>>> my theater & education in acting & communication law.  My 3rd grade teacher 
>>> told Me I could do anything.  I was a straight A student from 3rd grade.  I 
>>> played Piano from 3rd grade until I was a senior. 
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>>> 
>>> 
>>> My name  on every academic certificate I have and I don't have a
>>> criminal record. 
>>> 
>>> I had a business license to start my own business as a writer. 
>>> 
>>> I have been an actor since college. 
>>> 
>>> I have a masters in performing arts. 
>>> 
>>> If you knew me as a kid you would know that I wasn't cut out to be a 
>>> lawyer.  I wasnt cut out to be a nurse.  That I would say I wanted to be an 
>>> actor & my father shut me up.  That instead I decided I'd be a writer.  But 
>>> then I got a scholarship to college & I was free to finally do what I 
>>> wanted with life. .. so if you don't let me get writing jobs.  You don't 
>>> let me edit.  You don't let me act. 
>>> 
>>> There is no job I can get to pay my rent if I'm not allowed to do the 
>>> things I trained to do. 
>>> 
>>> I'm not going to be locked into a career in law or politics where I hate 
>>> what I'm doing so I end up hating myself. . 
>>> 
>>> I wasn't taking $ from my parents when I was on sets.  I paid my rent. 
>>> My bills.  My car insurance. 
>>> 
>>> Lovern & Lee Ryder & Arne Starr.  Fuck all 3 of you. 
>>> 
>>> I'm not a fucking future lawyer and I had cancer & an autoimmune 
>>> disease. 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> Lee Ryder is a MAGA moron and so is Lovern. So is my father. 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> Do you understand if I made $ I'd use the $ to be an actor & editor & 
>>> film maker.  I'd be writing stories & film scripts.  Poerty. . 
>>> 
>>> Any fucking man who wants me is a man IL want to hurt if I can't be an 
>>> actor.  I don't fucking want to be wanted as a fuckihg wife or whore. 
>>> 
>>> I'm phi beta kappa & Lee Ryder wants everyone to know I'm illiterate. 
>>> 
>>> My grandfather gave me Sherlock Holmes to read in the 6th grade. 
>>> 
>>>  I was making 16000 to 20000 on sets.  Plus I didn't have to buy food 
>>> because they fed me on sets. 
>>> 
>>> All of a sudden I have to pay rent & food and I'm sick.  And ive lost 
>>> everything I spent years working for. 
>>> 
>>> I didn't want to go work in any of the toxic law offices I worked for in 
>>> 2003.  When I worked for the census I had a panic attack in their offices. 
>>> So they only hired me to go door to door.  Unlike the asswholes in 
>>> Hollywood they accepted I was fucking mentally messed up & still hired me. 
>>> Many actors have experienced trauma. 
>>> 
>>> Lovern was nice to me?.  He's as nice as my father is. 
>>> 
>>> I'm not trained to be an accountant or real estate or wall street. 
>>> 
>>> I'm a writer. Poet.  Actor. 
>>> 
>>> My choices are go work in a pathetic retail Job like I'm back in college 
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>>> at minimum wage.  Waste of my energy.  Stressing me out when I'm sick.  Pus 
>>> I'd be making as much as I was as an extra and be stuck in a job with no 
>>> growth.  ...and most of my money would just go to food & I'd neve 
[remainder of message body omitted; too large] 

Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> Tue, Sep 13, 2022 at 11:10 PM
To: Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com>
Cc: Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>, davidtullsr@aol.com, AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>,
Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>, Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland
<dci@sagaftra.org>, BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
"heaton_warren@smc.edu" <heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>,
assaf@assafcohen.com, ronan_farrow@newyorker.com, LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>,
angela@hollywoodos.com, carla@headquarterscasting.com, winningswimmerprods@gmail.com, lapdonline@gmail.com,
info@shondaland.com, info@cardjon.com

This is also built by my family.  My father once tried to convince me we were the kings cooks.  That's not true.  We were
landed gentry.  Farmers.  

We didn't come to America with nothing.  

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tulls_Corner,_Maryland 

I'm from a founding family Lee.  My ancestors helped build America.  
[Quoted text hidden]
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Final-Recipient: rfc822; carla@headquarterscasting.com 
Action: failed 
Status: 5.0.0 
Remote-MTA: dns; headquarterscasting.com. (23.235.210.163, the server for the 
 domain headquarterscasting.com.) 
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 550 No Such User Here 
Last-Attempt-Date: Tue, 13 Sep 2022 23:11:01 -0700 (PDT) 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
To: Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>, davidtullsr@aol.com, AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>,
Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>, Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland
<dci@sagaftra.org>, BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
"heaton_warren@smc.edu" <heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>,
assaf@assafcohen.com, ronan_farrow@newyorker.com, LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>,
angela@hollywoodos.com, carla@headquarterscasting.com, winningswimmerprods@gmail.com, lapdonline@gmail.com,
info@shondaland.com, info@cardjon.com 
Bcc:  
Date: Tue, 13 Sep 2022 23:10:46 -0700 
Subject: Re: 
----- Message truncated ----- 
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Recipient inbox full

Your message couldn't be delivered to lapdonline@gmail.com.
Their inbox is full, or it's getting too much mail right now.

LEARN MORE

The response was: 

552 5.2.2 The email account that you tried to reach is over quota and inactive. Please direct
the recipient to https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaPerm pt11-20020a0568709e4b00b001277dfbf0
cdsor3391410oab.155 - gsmtp

Final-Recipient: rfc822; lapdonline@gmail.com 
Action: failed 
Status: 5.2.2 
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 552-5.2.2 The email account that you tried to reach is over quota and inactive. 
 552-5.2.2 Please direct the recipient to 
 552 5.2.2  https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaPerm pt11-20020a0568709e4b00b001277dfbf0
cdsor3391410oab.155 - gsmtp 
Last-Attempt-Date: Tue, 13 Sep 2022 23:11:01 -0700 (PDT) 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
To: Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>, davidtullsr@aol.com, AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>,
Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>, Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland
<dci@sagaftra.org>, BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
"heaton_warren@smc.edu" <heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>,
assaf@assafcohen.com, ronan_farrow@newyorker.com, LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>,
angela@hollywoodos.com, carla@headquarterscasting.com, winningswimmerprods@gmail.com, lapdonline@gmail.com,
info@shondaland.com, info@cardjon.com 
Bcc:  
Date: Tue, 13 Sep 2022 23:10:46 -0700 
Subject: Re: 
----- Message truncated ----- 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
To: Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> 
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Cc: Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>, davidtullsr@aol.com, AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>,
Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>, Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland
<dci@sagaftra.org>, BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
"heaton_warren@smc.edu" <heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>,
assaf@assafcohen.com, ronan_farrow@newyorker.com, LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>,
angela@hollywoodos.com, carla@headquarterscasting.com, winningswimmerprods@gmail.com, lapdonline@gmail.com,
info@shondaland.com, info@cardjon.com 
Bcc:  
Date: Tue, 13 Sep 2022 23:10:46 -0700 
Subject: Re: 
This is also built by my family.  My father once tried to convince me we 
were the kings cooks.  That's not true.  We were landed gentry.  Farmers. 

We didn't come to America with nothing. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tulls_Corner,_Maryland 

I'm from a founding family Lee.  My ancestors helped build America. 

On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 7:04 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 

> Lee you want to make sure I don't have friends.  No one is going to be 
> there fir me but my parents. As long as my parents are GOP and won't accept 
> I'm vegan I never ever want to see them again. 
> 
> I don't need friends to be who I am.  I don't need people who do not stand 
> by Me.  I would rather stand alone than fucking follow a crowd that can't 
> do what's right.  Don't care about my mental well being.  Acting is what 
> makes me want to live. 
> 
> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 6:38 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
>> Lee.  I'm part carter.  Lynda Carter is probably related to me.  So is 
>> June Carter Cash.  Jimmie Carter. Elvis Presley.  I have genetic talent. 
>> 
>> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 6:11 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>> wrote: 
>> 
>>> Really lee.  I'd rather have real friends than a back stabbing snake 
>>> like you who after working on one project with me in 2007 thinks you have 
>>> the right to tell everyone my life was in holding.  When I think on it. 
>>> Cloverfield was the only project we were on together. 
>>> 
>>> You & Cassandra deserve each other. 
>>> 
>>> I never ever want to be on a set with lee ever again. 
>>> 
>>> Lee I studied acting with Adriane Paul's acting group.  I have friends 
>>> in the UK.  I'm a sherlokian.  I also studied Shakespeare with David 
>>> Melville.  I have worked with a half dozen brit actors here in America. 
>>> 
>>> I'm also a direct descendent of Giles Tull the great grandfather of 
>>> Jethro Tull.  My grandmother is a Furniss as in furniss biscuits. 
>>> 
>>> I'm 70% brittish.  The UK is My ancestral home. 
>>> 
>>> I'm also Welsh Scottish & Irish 
>>> 
>>> You want to deport me.  UK is where I genetically belong.  2% jew.  3% 
>>> mixed African. 
>>> 
>>> I have no clue why this cassandra person is our to stop me acting. 
>>> Jordan marks who gave me wine wanting to fuck me in 2003.  Gilbreathe 
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>>> worked a UK film in 2019 with Kevin Smith.  IL 
>>> 
>>> Fan of shonda rhimes amd her Brit TV show? 
>>> 
>>> I am an actor.  I will always want acting as a profession.  I'm sick of 
>>> my life being monitored and policed by these asswholes. 
>>> 
>>> I only want friends who are really good people & rational & understand 
>>> psychology.  I am sick of the mentally ill  abusers stalking Me like the 2 
>>> of you. 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 3:58 PM Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> 
>>> wrote: 
>>> 
>>>> Oh hell, Cassandra! I didn't know own you were part of this! I'm so 
>>>> sorry 😞 
>>>> Feel free to use my email in the future. 
>>>> Can never have enough friends in this world. 
>>>> 
>>>> Oh, and my deepest condolences for the loss of your Queen. 
>>>> She meant much to so many. 
>>>> 
>>>> Thank you and be well, 
>>>> 
>>>> -Lee 
>>>> ------------------------------ 
>>>> *From:* Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com> 
>>>> *Sent:* Tuesday, September 13, 2022 4:55:20 PM 
>>>> *To:* Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>> *Cc:* Lee Kambarian <Leeryder@hotmail.com>; davidtullsr@aol.com < 
>>>> davidtullsr@aol.com>; AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>; Barry Caldwell < 
>>>> barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>; Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>; 
>>>> Duncan Crabtree-Ireland <dci@sagaftra.org>; BURNS_LISA < 
>>>> Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>; ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>; Bruce Falk < 
>>>> bruce.falk@gmail.com>; Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>; Leona 
>>>> Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>; Jessica Barlow Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>; 
>>>> senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>; Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>; 
>>>> heaton_warren@smc.edu <heaton_warren@smc.edu>; SEAN RAYMOND HILL < 
>>>> seanraymondhill@gmail.com>; assaf@assafcohen.com <assaf@assafcohen.com>; 
>>>> ronan_farrow@newyorker.com <ronan_farrow@newyorker.com>; LOUIE_WALT < 
>>>> LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>; angela@hollywoodos.com <angela@hollywoodos.com>; 
>>>> carla@headquarterscasting.com <carla@headquarterscasting.com>; 
>>>> winningswimmerprods@gmail.com <winningswimmerprods@gmail.com>; 
>>>> lapdonline@gmail.com <lapdonline@gmail.com> 
>>>> *Subject:* 
>>>> 
>>>> That’s hilarious Laura, because Londoners 🇬🇧 in the 70’s & 80’s used 
>>>> to use “You’re such a Sarah Bernhardt” to little girls that were overly 
>>>> dramatic & hysterical as a slur. 
>>>> 
>>>> Stop harassing, bullying & doxxing people, stop blaming everyone for 
>>>> well over a decade now, that they will be the cause of your suicide Laura & 
>>>> get some help. 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> On 13 Sep 2022, at 23:35, Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
>>>> 
>>>>   
>>>> My grandfather called me  a little Sarah Bernhadt.  To the clergy she 
>>>> was called the monster of the apocalypse.  I'd rather be a monster than 
>>>> anyone's doormat.  My grandfather was a freemason. 
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>>>> 
>>>> My last email to you is a history lesson in female strength. 
>>>> 
>>>> https://www.americanheritage.com/bernhardt-america#1 
>>>> 
>>>> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 2:16 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>> wrote: 
>>>> 
>>>> I just called the cops & told them to tell you to leave me the fuck 
>>>> alone. 
>>>> 
>>>> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 2:06 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>> wrote: 
>>>> 
>>>> Who gave you power of attorney Lee.  You don't have the fucking right 
>>>> to speak for anyone. .. 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> You could push someone to murder with your gas lighting abuse 
>>>> 
>>>> I came to Cali to make it my home.  Not to be driven our by a guy who 
>>>> thinks because he got a woman pregnant that makes him God 
>>>> 
>>>> God is an illusion created by man 
>>>> 
>>>> You narciscist. 
>>>> 
>>>> I masterbate lee.  I'm full of demons according to your fucked up God 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> You made me crazy. 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> I will fucking die before I give in to bullies 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> My parents made me feel suicidal growing up. It was acting that Made me 
>>>> want to live. 
>>>> 
>>>> I'm not interested in being anything in the industry if I can't be an 
>>>> actor 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> No amount of therapy is going to change the fact that without acting I
>>>> feel dead inside & I fucking hate men with no creativity 
>>>> 
>>>> I do not fucking want a husband with a house & a regular job.  I want 
>>>> to finish all the TV & film ideas I had.  I want to be on TV as a pro actor 
>>>> or in films.  I don't fucking want an American who wants to control My 
>>>> thoughts and bore me to death.  Fuck you lee.   You shallow pathetic 
>>>> soldier boy with no heart. 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> I want to have the cops throw you in an institution for using them to 
>>>> make me shut up lee.  You are the one making me feel suicidal with your 
>>>> online harassment 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> The cops know I have an illness.  Putting me in an institution would 
>>>> endanger my life 
>>>> You already did enough of that by helping to kill my career. 
>>>> You think my parents are wonderful but I'd kill myself if I had to go
>>>> live with them 
>>>> 
>>>> 
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>>>> because you want me to know I can't be an actor because your A Cali 
>>>> sexist pig who only thinks actresses look like play boy birches 
>>>> 
>>>> I want a TRO on you Lee Kambarian Ryder 
>>>> 
>>>> I'm not changing my name because for some reason you had to 
>>>> 
>>>> I was writing poetry and scripts and stories Lee. 
>>>> 
>>>> You threatening me with the police isn't going to change the fact that 
>>>> I was the one liked on sets and you only fucking think you were. 
>>>> 
>>>> You are trying to use the mental health system to kill my ability to be 
>>>> employable in acting and the industry. 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 12:32 PM Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> 
>>>> wrote: 
>>>> 
>>>> Laura, I think I can speak on behalf of everyone in this daisy chain of 
>>>> crazy you've spouted nonstop for 2 weeks: shut the fuck up, leave us alone. 
>>>> We don't want to hear your endless amounts of hate speech. 
>>>> 
>>>> If you don't I will get a TRO (Temporary restraining order) placed 
>>>> against you as well as a 5150 72hr hold for your numerous threats of 
>>>> suicide. 
>>>> 
>>>> Go away. 
>>>> 
>>>> Thank you and be well, 
>>>> 
>>>> -Lee 
>>>> ------------------------------ 
>>>> *From:* Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>> *Sent:* Tuesday, September 13, 2022 1:23:09 PM 
>>>> *To:* davidtullsr@aol.com <davidtullsr@aol.com>; AMELIA ADAMS < 
>>>> amelia@lnf.com>; Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>; Cassandra 
>>>> Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>; Carol Grant < 
>>>> carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>; Duncan Crabtree-Ireland <dci@sagaftra.org>; 
>>>> BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>; Lee Kambarian <Leeryder@hotmail.com>; 
>>>> ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>; Bruce Falk <bruce.falk@gmail.com>; 
>>>> Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>; Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>; 
>>>> Jessica Barlow Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>; senecaiam < 
>>>> senecaiam@aol.com>; Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>; 
>>>> heaton_warren@smc.edu <heaton_warren@smc.edu>; SEAN RAYMOND HILL < 
>>>> seanraymondhill@gmail.com>; assaf@assafcohen.com <assaf@assafcohen.com>; 
>>>> ronan_farrow@newyorker.com <ronan_farrow@newyorker.com>; LOUIE_WALT < 
>>>> LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>; angela@hollywoodos.com <angela@hollywoodos.com>; 
>>>> carla@headquarterscasting.com <carla@headquarterscasting.com>; 
>>>> winningswimmerprods@gmail.com <winningswimmerprods@gmail.com> 
>>>> *Subject:* Re: This troll claims they've known me 
>>>> 
>>>> I'm including Woody Schultz in this.  I'm not a kid anymore.  I grew up 
>>>> to be an actor film maker editor.  I'm not a fucking politicians or lawyer 
>>>> or give a flying fuck about being a silent obedient housewife or government 
>>>> civ servant.  I fucking hate GOP and lawyers and politicians. 
>>>> 
>>>> I don't want the fucking Bible in my life.  Nor do I want a fucking man 
>>>> with a real job.  I fucking wanted a life in movies & TV or you will push 
>>>> Me to being psycho 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> I'd fucking want to do damage to any fucking man who wasn't into acting 
>>>> who tried to make me date him. I would grow to hate him and want to kill 
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>>>> myself because I wouldn't feel love.  My parents don't love me.  They 
>>>> fucking want me as their property.  I don't want their WASP religion in my 
>>>> life 
>>>> 
>>>> I wasn't born a trump supporter.  That's so fucking eugenic and 
>>>> stupid. 
>>>> 
>>>> I am me.  You are filling me with rage. 
>>>> 
>>>> I never dreamed of being fucked by Blake Shields.  I dreamt we might be 
>>>> friends.  But if he sides with Israel and God & fucking sexism.  He's a 
>>>> fucking Trump in sheep's clothing. 
>>>> 
>>>> On Fri, Sep 9, 2022, 8:48 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>> wrote: 
>>>> 
>>>> Lee wants me to call him daddy.  Daddy Lee means you shoved your penis 
>>>> into a woman but that woman carried the baby.  She did all the work.  Not 
>>>> you.  Or do you take credit for that to. . 
>>>> I wasn't lazy.  But now.  I can't figure out how to get back what I 
>>>> wanted.  An acting career. 
>>>> 
>>>> Michael Lovern was working for Customs.  Like my father but my dad was 
>>>> higher up.  Until 2005.  He and I didn't meet until 2005 2006.  I was 
>>>> already SAg eligible & had cancer.  He goes union 2006 & greys anatomy 
>>>> stops hiring him. 
>>>> 
>>>> On Fri, Sep 9, 2022, 7:52 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>> wrote: 
>>>> 
>>>> Lee you worked with me on Cloverfield.  But I don't think we worked on 
>>>> anything else.  Yet you claim to know what I did on sets?  You claim you 
>>>> helped me? 
>>>> 
>>>> Lovern couldn't even get on Cloverfield.  They didn't want him.  He 
>>>> showed up to spec.  He was union.  I was still non union 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> These are all the projects I worked in 2007. 
>>>> 
>>>> https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=177 
>>>> 
>>>> https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=185 
>>>> 
>>>> https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=204 
>>>> 
>>>> https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=239 
>>>> 
>>>> Also you were not on Eli Stone.  Barry Caldwell probably doesn't know 
>>>> you.  I'm not sure he'd want to considering your a trump lover. 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> You were featured by David Mamet right Lee.  So was I.  The unit?   I 
>>>> have visual proof. See my blog.  Now how did I end up on camera if I was 
>>>> just in holding?  You want to say that you were nice to me.  That you & 
>>>> lovern helped me & didn't fucking slander me like the sexist GOP you are. 
>>>> 
>>>> I was on Eli Stone for 20 days.  I didn't just fucking sit in holding. 
>>>> Again see the images in my blog. You lying manipulative gas lighting 
>>>> asswhole. 
>>>> 
>>>>  I'm curious.  Do you know Will Wallace? 
>>>> 
>>>> On Fri, Sep 9, 2022, 7:02 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>> wrote: 
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>>>> 
>>>> Lee Ryder you saying all I did was sit around & do nothing on sets is 
>>>> slander.  Barry Caldwell knows that's not true.  I was in class at SMC.  I 
>>>> was networking with Jeff gunn. I was going to script writing groups.  I was 
>>>> learning how to use a digital camera and how to design my own websites.  I 
>>>> was hanging out at the magic castle. 
>>>> 
>>>> I'm artistichope.com 
>>>> 
>>>> I'm womenlovepeace.com 
>>>> 
>>>> I'm not fucking interested in being a doc film maker.  I'm not 
>>>> interested in moving from Los Angeles 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> I'm not fucking interested in dating an uneducated GOP jug head. 
>>>> 
>>>> I would rather move to Toronto or London or mauve Paris than live in 
>>>> small town AMerica 
>>>> 
>>>> I worked at the national press building in DC.  You and Lovern were 
>>>> asswholes to me. 
>>>> 
>>>> I was 100000 in debt from law school.  I don't want a career that's 
>>>> small and boring because my parents want me to be pathetic.  They want me 
>>>> to be their broken daughter again who wouldn't leave her room.  You fucking 
>>>> helped break me.  I would kill myself before I'd want a future where I 
>>>> wasn't respected as gifted & talented.  Because I am gifted Lee ryder.  You 
>>>> are just a jug head who thinks I need to be disciplined like a child.  I'm 
>>>> a fucking full grown woman. 
>>>> 
>>>> You want everyone to think I can't wrote coherent sentences.  I 
>>>> graduated law school.  Fuck you. 
>>>> 
>>>> On Thu, Sep 8, 2022, 6:25 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>> wrote: 
>>>> 
>>>> My college year book.  Class of 1992.  Lee.  It clearly states I was  a 
>>>> theater business economics major.  I trained in acting & directing & 
>>>> dramaturg. 
>>>> 
>>>> I also had to take stage craft. 
>>>> 
>>>> I'm the laura ann tull who went to Catholic law school in DC. 
>>>> https://apps.calbar.ca.gov/attorney/Licensee/Detail/207690 
>>>> 
>>>> Fuck you Lee. 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> On Thu, Sep 8, 2022, 11:02 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>> wrote: 
>>>> 
>>>> Lee Ryder on the set of Cloverfield was renting a car.  They were using 
>>>> "his car" but it was a rental.  I had a car Lee.  I was paying $1000 a year 
>>>> in car insurance on it.  I was using my pay from sets to do that.  My 
>>>> fucking parents were not paying my bills.  I needed every penny I made from 
>>>> sets.  I had to sell my car because of all the slander abd lies about my 
>>>> supposed bad behavior.  I don't think you were working union on 
>>>> Cloverfield.  Non union how much of your pay check was going to pay the 
>>>> rental?  There are people in LA who worked sets Lee who would have needed 
>>>> every fucking penny. 
>>>> 
>>>> I don't have a car anymore.  I sold it rather than having to fucking 
>>>> take $ from my parents to pay insurance.  I wasn't going to use it to move 
>>>> to fucking stupid Arizona.  A state with a bunch of GOP morons who would 
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>>>> have abused me for being educated.  I would rather go back to DC than AZ. 
>>>> 
>>>> SEAN FUCK YOU BECAUSE UNLESS I CAN BE AN ACTOR I DONT CARE ABOUT BEING 
>>>> ALIVE.  YOU HYPOCRITE. 
>>>> 
>>>> I AM AN ACTOR.  ACTING IS THE ONLY FUCKING THING THAT MAKES ME FEEL 
>>>> LIKE I HAVE A HOME 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> On Wed, Sep 7, 2022, 9:53 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>> wrote: 
>>>> 
>>>> Pass this message to the judiciary committee at SMC.  The only fucking 
>>>> reason I came to Cali was to be an actor. 
>>>> 
>>>> Cassandra Taylor claims I'm a liar.  I told my fucking parents I 
>>>> wouldn't care about being employed if I couldn't be an actor when I had 
>>>> cancer.  They fucking got it into their warped Jesus freak minds I'd only 
>>>> spend a year trying. 
>>>> 
>>>> Excuse me but I got a theater degree & masters in performing arts. 
>>>> I've spent decades planning to work in film & TV.  Studied communication 
>>>> law even at Catholic. 
>>>> 
>>>> But you all think I'm supposed to do what my fucking parents want or 
>>>> this Brittish bitch Cassandra Taylor- get a job  and pay my bills but I'm 
>>>> not fucking allowed for that job to have anything to do with actors or 
>>>> artists. 
>>>> 
>>>> So I get to spend the rest of my life pretending to love things I 
>>>> don't? Pretending to want to do a good job just to get money? 
>>>> 
>>>> Well I'm going to want my employer to pay for therapy because otherwise 
>>>> one day I'm likely to show up wanting to scream or kill everyone because 
>>>> I'm not going to be happy 
>>>> 
>>>> You fucking asswholes at Santa Monica.  You sexists fascists Trump 
>>>> loving morons. 
>>>> 
>>>> On Wed, Sep 7, 2022, 8:38 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>> wrote: 
>>>> 
>>>> If my fucking father thinks I'm to ugly or unlikable to be hired as an 
>>>> actor than I'd want kick him.  He's hit me.  He's grabbed my arm so hard I 
>>>> thought he was going to break it.  He shook me so hard in high school I
>>>> thought he was going to snap my neck angry I got a scholarship and could 
>>>> leave home.  My father isn't wonderful. Imagine that.  He doesn't want me 
>>>> employed doing anything that might make me significant or important because 
>>>> I can't be better than him. 
>>>> 
>>>> What kind lf father wants their child to be unliked or wants their 
>>>> child married to a man who treats them like a slave.  A fucking father who 
>>>> likes Donald Trump.  A man who loves his guns more than he loves his own 
>>>> child 
>>>> 
>>>> I deserved justice.  I earned sag aftra.  My fucking father wants to 
>>>> take everythig I earned away.  Isolate me so I can't be an actor so I'm 
>>>> dependent on him.  I want to kick his penis the way gilbreathe shoved his 
>>>> finger up inside my vagina so he knows how fucking sick he's left me 
>>>> feeling.  I hate the penis.  Ugliest thing nature ever created.  I didn't 
>>>> touch jordan marks below the waist.  So how did I supposedly force him to 
>>>> fuck me or anyone.  I don't like touching that think men think makes them 
>>>> so attractive.  A penis is a tool.  Not a work of art. 
>>>> 
>>>> On Wed, Sep 7, 2022, 12:47 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
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>>>> wrote: 
>>>> 
>>>> By the way Sean your bull shit about loving your parents.  It's 
>>>> delusional to tell that to someone who is abused. 
>>>> 
>>>> Frankly statistically 80% of child abuse is from parents.  Not 
>>>> strangers.  Women abuse children slightly more than men 
>>>> 
>>>> Also a girl who is abused is more likely to have long term damage from 
>>>> the abuse than a boy. 
>>>> https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1448305/ 
>>>> 
>>>> Never tell a girl she should love her parents if you've never met those 
>>>> parents. 
>>>> 
>>>> On Tue, Sep 6, 2022, 4:49 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>> wrote: 
>>>> 
>>>> No one has known me since I was a kid.  My own parents don't even know 
>>>> or accept me. . 
>>>> 
>>>> I've been into arts since i was in high school.  The only reason I 
>>>> wanted to go to law school was to work in entertainment and the 1st 
>>>> amendment.  Freedom of the press and theater & acting. 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> If I'm not allowed to go out into hollywood or LA and network or be on 
>>>> sets or studio lots because my daddy says so how fucked up are we?  I have 
>>>> to be in a job where I'm chained to an office and no one sees me.  I can't 
>>>> socialize.  I can't have friends.  My fucked up parents are like that.  I 
>>>> barely had a social life growing up.  They lived for work and were not fun 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> Unlike Lee Ryder I didn't change my name because my name is connected 
>>>> to my theater & education in acting & communication law.  My 3rd grade 
>>>> teacher told Me I could do anything.  I was a straight A student from 3rd 
>>>> grade.  I played Piano from 3rd grade until I was a senior. 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> My name  on every academic certificate I have and I don't have a 
>>>> criminal record. 
>>>> 
>>>> I had a business license to start my own business as a writer. 
>>>> 
>>>> I have been an actor since college. 
>>>> 
>>>> I have a masters in perfor 
[remainder of message body omitted; too large] 

Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> Wed, Sep 14, 2022 at 8:28 AM
To: Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com>
Cc: Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>, davidtullsr@aol.com, AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>,
Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>, Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland
<dci@sagaftra.org>, BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
"heaton_warren@smc.edu" <heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>,
assaf@assafcohen.com, ronan_farrow@newyorker.com, LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>,
angela@hollywoodos.com, carla@headquarterscasting.com, winningswimmerprods@gmail.com, lapdonline@gmail.com,
info@shondaland.com, info@cardjon.com

One last thing.  I've been friends with helene udy since 2007.  We were training together with a theater acting group.  Yes
I was studying acting back in 2007 2008.   I met Adrian Paul.  He also offered to train me.  Helene and I have been
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neighbors since 2007.  We live blocks from each other.  

But you Fuckers at hollywood os.  You stupid men who were pissed  about why I was working all the time.  Why I got
selected to be featured.  On Cloverfield they asked me to be in the making of the movie.  Even had me sign special
releases to feature me in it.  I wasn't just fucking sitting in holding.  

Helene has told me to ignore you.  To just keep trying.  But I know who ever the fuck you are you apparently have power. 
You put me an institution where I didn't belong.  Convinced everyone I wasn't a lawyer.  And now you're trying to kill
anyone calling me an actor .

I don't want friends who are not into acting.  I had friends I could do acting with. 

Helene knows how good I am at acting.  She's even gotten me to do improv which I hate. She knows I'm not very social. 
All te attacks and abuse has driven me to isolation.  I want to be back in acting classes.  She knows I perform poetry in
Venice.  I've told her about the abuse.  The assault.

Helene is Jewish.  

IMDb bio for Helene Udy 
 https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0879891/

I've also known Kimberly douglas.  Kim knows I had a good rep on sets.  She runs a film festival now.  

IMDb bio for Kimberly Douglas 
 https://www.imdb.com/name/nm2950737/
[Quoted text hidden]
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
To: Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>, davidtullsr@aol.com, AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>,
Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>, Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland
<dci@sagaftra.org>, BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
"heaton_warren@smc.edu" <heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>,
assaf@assafcohen.com, ronan_farrow@newyorker.com, LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>,
angela@hollywoodos.com, carla@headquarterscasting.com, winningswimmerprods@gmail.com, lapdonline@gmail.com,
info@shondaland.com, info@cardjon.com 
Bcc:  
Date: Wed, 14 Sep 2022 08:28:53 -0700 
Subject: Re: 
----- Message truncated ----- 

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> Wed, Sep 14, 2022 at 8:29 AM
To: tull.laura@gmail.com

[Quoted text hidden]

Final-Recipient: rfc822; carla@headquarterscasting.com 
Action: failed 
Status: 5.0.0 
Remote-MTA: dns; headquarterscasting.com. (23.235.210.163, the server for the 
 domain headquarterscasting.com.) 
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 550 No Such User Here 
Last-Attempt-Date: Wed, 14 Sep 2022 08:29:07 -0700 (PDT) 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
To: Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>, davidtullsr@aol.com, AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>,
Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>, Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland
<dci@sagaftra.org>, BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
"heaton_warren@smc.edu" <heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>,
assaf@assafcohen.com, ronan_farrow@newyorker.com, LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>,
angela@hollywoodos.com, carla@headquarterscasting.com, winningswimmerprods@gmail.com, lapdonline@gmail.com,
info@shondaland.com, info@cardjon.com 
Bcc:  
Date: Wed, 14 Sep 2022 08:28:53 -0700 
Subject: Re: 
----- Message truncated ----- 

MAILER-DAEMON@yahoo.com <MAILER-DAEMON@yahoo.com> Wed, Sep 14, 2022 at 8:29 AM
To: tull.laura@gmail.com

[Quoted text hidden]

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
To: Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>, davidtullsr@aol.com, AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>,
Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>, Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland

mailto:carla@headquarterscasting.com
http://headquarterscasting.com/
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<dci@sagaftra.org>, BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>, ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>, Bruce Falk
<bruce.falk@gmail.com>, Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>, Leona Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>, Jessica Barlow
Howell <jeshowell@yahoo.com>, senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>, Joe Arias <joeariasfilms@gmail.com>,
"heaton_warren@smc.edu" <heaton_warren@smc.edu>, SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>,
assaf@assafcohen.com, ronan_farrow@newyorker.com, LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>,
angela@hollywoodos.com, carla@headquarterscasting.com, winningswimmerprods@gmail.com, lapdonline@gmail.com,
info@shondaland.com, info@cardjon.com 
Bcc:  
Date: Wed, 14 Sep 2022 08:28:53 -0700 
Subject: Re: 
One last thing.  I've been friends with helene udy since 2007.  We were 
training together with a theater acting group.  Yes I was studying acting 
back in 2007 2008.   I met Adrian Paul.  He also offered to train me. 
Helene and I have been neighbors since 2007.  We live blocks from each 
other. 

But you Fuckers at hollywood os.  You stupid men who were pissed  about why 
I was working all the time.  Why I got selected to be featured.  On
Cloverfield they asked me to be in the making of the movie.  Even had me 
sign special releases to feature me in it.  I wasn't just fucking sitting 
in holding. 

Helene has told me to ignore you.  To just keep trying.  But I know who 
ever the fuck you are you apparently have power.  You put me an institution 
where I didn't belong.  Convinced everyone I wasn't a lawyer.  And now 
you're trying to kill anyone calling me an actor . 

I don't want friends who are not into acting.  I had friends I could do 
acting with. 

Helene knows how good I am at acting.  She's even gotten me to do improv 
which I hate. She knows I'm not very social.  All te attacks and abuse has 
driven me to isolation.  I want to be back in acting classes.  She knows I 
perform poetry in Venice.  I've told her about the abuse.  The assault. 

Helene is Jewish. 

IMDb bio for Helene Udy 
 https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0879891/ 

I've also known Kimberly douglas.  Kim knows I had a good rep on sets.  She 
runs a film festival now. 

IMDb bio for Kimberly Douglas 
 https://www.imdb.com/name/nm2950737/ 

On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 11:10 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 

> This is also built by my family.  My father once tried to convince me we 
> were the kings cooks.  That's not true.  We were landed gentry.  Farmers. 
> 
> We didn't come to America with nothing. 
> 
> https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tulls_Corner,_Maryland 
> 
> I'm from a founding family Lee.  My ancestors helped build America. 
> 
> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 7:04 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
>> Lee you want to make sure I don't have friends.  No one is going to be 
>> there fir me but my parents. As long as my parents are GOP and won't accept 
>> I'm vegan I never ever want to see them again. 
>> 
>> I don't need friends to be who I am.  I don't need people who do not 
>> stand by Me.  I would rather stand alone than fucking follow a crowd that 

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0879891/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm2950737/
mailto:tull.laura@gmail.com
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tulls_Corner,_Maryland
mailto:tull.laura@gmail.com
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>> can't do what's right.  Don't care about my mental well being.  Acting is 
>> what makes me want to live. 
>> 
>> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 6:38 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>> wrote: 
>> 
>>> Lee.  I'm part carter.  Lynda Carter is probably related to me.  So is 
>>> June Carter Cash.  Jimmie Carter. Elvis Presley.  I have genetic talent. 
>>> 
>>> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 6:11 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>> wrote: 
>>> 
>>>> Really lee.  I'd rather have real friends than a back stabbing snake 
>>>> like you who after working on one project with me in 2007 thinks you have 
>>>> the right to tell everyone my life was in holding.  When I think on it. 
>>>> Cloverfield was the only project we were on together. 
>>>> 
>>>> You & Cassandra deserve each other. 
>>>> 
>>>> I never ever want to be on a set with lee ever again. 
>>>> 
>>>> Lee I studied acting with Adriane Paul's acting group.  I have friends 
>>>> in the UK.  I'm a sherlokian.  I also studied Shakespeare with David 
>>>> Melville.  I have worked with a half dozen brit actors here in America. 
>>>> 
>>>> I'm also a direct descendent of Giles Tull the great grandfather of 
>>>> Jethro Tull.  My grandmother is a Furniss as in furniss biscuits. 
>>>> 
>>>> I'm 70% brittish.  The UK is My ancestral home. 
>>>> 
>>>> I'm also Welsh Scottish & Irish 
>>>> 
>>>> You want to deport me.  UK is where I genetically belong.  2% jew.  3% 
>>>> mixed African. 
>>>> 
>>>> I have no clue why this cassandra person is our to stop me acting. 
>>>> Jordan marks who gave me wine wanting to fuck me in 2003.  Gilbreathe 
>>>> worked a UK film in 2019 with Kevin Smith.  IL 
>>>> 
>>>> Fan of shonda rhimes amd her Brit TV show? 
>>>> 
>>>> I am an actor.  I will always want acting as a profession.  I'm sick of 
>>>> my life being monitored and policed by these asswholes. 
>>>> 
>>>> I only want friends who are really good people & rational & understand 
>>>> psychology.  I am sick of the mentally ill  abusers stalking Me like the 2 
>>>> of you.
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 3:58 PM Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> 
>>>> wrote: 
>>>> 
>>>>> Oh hell, Cassandra! I didn't know own you were part of this! I'm so 
>>>>> sorry 😞 
>>>>> Feel free to use my email in the future. 
>>>>> Can never have enough friends in this world. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Oh, and my deepest condolences for the loss of your Queen. 
>>>>> She meant much to so many. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Thank you and be well, 
>>>>> 
>>>>> -Lee 
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>>>>> ------------------------------ 
>>>>> *From:* Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com> 
>>>>> *Sent:* Tuesday, September 13, 2022 4:55:20 PM 
>>>>> *To:* Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>>> *Cc:* Lee Kambarian <Leeryder@hotmail.com>; davidtullsr@aol.com <
>>>>> davidtullsr@aol.com>; AMELIA ADAMS <amelia@lnf.com>; Barry Caldwell < 
>>>>> barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>; Carol Grant <carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>; 
>>>>> Duncan Crabtree-Ireland <dci@sagaftra.org>; BURNS_LISA < 
>>>>> Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>; ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>; Bruce Falk < 
>>>>> bruce.falk@gmail.com>; Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>; Leona 
>>>>> Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>; Jessica Barlow Howell < 
>>>>> jeshowell@yahoo.com>; senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>; Joe Arias < 
>>>>> joeariasfilms@gmail.com>; heaton_warren@smc.edu <heaton_warren@smc.edu>; 
>>>>> SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>; assaf@assafcohen.com < 
>>>>> assaf@assafcohen.com>; ronan_farrow@newyorker.com < 
>>>>> ronan_farrow@newyorker.com>; LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>; 
>>>>> angela@hollywoodos.com <angela@hollywoodos.com>; 
>>>>> carla@headquarterscasting.com <carla@headquarterscasting.com>; 
>>>>> winningswimmerprods@gmail.com <winningswimmerprods@gmail.com>;
>>>>> lapdonline@gmail.com <lapdonline@gmail.com> 
>>>>> *Subject:* 
>>>>> 
>>>>> That’s hilarious Laura, because Londoners 🇬🇧 in the 70’s & 80’s used 
>>>>> to use “You’re such a Sarah Bernhardt” to little girls that were overly 
>>>>> dramatic & hysterical as a slur. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Stop harassing, bullying & doxxing people, stop blaming everyone for 
>>>>> well over a decade now, that they will be the cause of your suicide Laura & 
>>>>> get some help. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> On 13 Sep 2022, at 23:35, Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> wrote: 
>>>>> 
>>>>>   
>>>>> My grandfather called me  a little Sarah Bernhadt.  To the clergy she 
>>>>> was called the monster of the apocalypse.  I'd rather be a monster than 
>>>>> anyone's doormat.  My grandfather was a freemason. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> My last email to you is a history lesson in female strength. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> https://www.americanheritage.com/bernhardt-america#1 
>>>>> 
>>>>> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 2:16 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>>> wrote: 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I just called the cops & told them to tell you to leave me the fuck 
>>>>> alone. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 2:06 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>>> wrote: 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Who gave you power of attorney Lee.  You don't have the fucking right 
>>>>> to speak for anyone. .. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> You could push someone to murder with your gas lighting abuse 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I came to Cali to make it my home.  Not to be driven our by a guy who 
>>>>> thinks because he got a woman pregnant that makes him God 
>>>>> 
>>>>> God is an illusion created by man 
>>>>> 
>>>>> You narciscist. 
>>>>> 
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>>>>> I masterbate lee.  I'm full of demons according to your fucked up God 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> You made me crazy. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I will fucking die before I give in to bullies 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> My parents made me feel suicidal growing up. It was acting that Made 
>>>>> me want to live. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I'm not interested in being anything in the industry if I can't be an 
>>>>> actor 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> No amount of therapy is going to change the fact that without acting I 
>>>>> feel dead inside & I fucking hate men with no creativity 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I do not fucking want a husband with a house & a regular job.  I want 
>>>>> to finish all the TV & film ideas I had.  I want to be on TV as a pro actor 
>>>>> or in films.  I don't fucking want an American who wants to control My 
>>>>> thoughts and bore me to death.  Fuck you lee.   You shallow pathetic 
>>>>> soldier boy with no heart. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I want to have the cops throw you in an institution for using them to
>>>>> make me shut up lee.  You are the one making me feel suicidal with your 
>>>>> online harassment 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> The cops know I have an illness.  Putting me in an institution would 
>>>>> endanger my life 
>>>>> You already did enough of that by helping to kill my career. 
>>>>> You think my parents are wonderful but I'd kill myself if I had to go 
>>>>> live with them 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> because you want me to know I can't be an actor because your A Cali 
>>>>> sexist pig who only thinks actresses look like play boy birches 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I want a TRO on you Lee Kambarian Ryder 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I'm not changing my name because for some reason you had to 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I was writing poetry and scripts and stories Lee. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> You threatening me with the police isn't going to change the fact that 
>>>>> I was the one liked on sets and you only fucking think you were. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> You are trying to use the mental health system to kill my ability to 
>>>>> be employable in acting and the industry. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> On Tue, Sep 13, 2022, 12:32 PM Lee Kambarian <leeryder@hotmail.com> 
>>>>> wrote: 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Laura, I think I can speak on behalf of everyone in this daisy chain 
>>>>> of crazy you've spouted nonstop for 2 weeks: shut the fuck up, leave us 
>>>>> alone. We don't want to hear your endless amounts of hate speech. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> If you don't I will get a TRO (Temporary restraining order) placed 
>>>>> against you as well as a 5150 72hr hold for your numerous threats of 
>>>>> suicide. 
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>>>>> 
>>>>> Go away. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Thank you and be well, 
>>>>> 
>>>>> -Lee 
>>>>> ------------------------------ 
>>>>> *From:* Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>>> *Sent:* Tuesday, September 13, 2022 1:23:09 PM 
>>>>> *To:* davidtullsr@aol.com <davidtullsr@aol.com>; AMELIA ADAMS < 
>>>>> amelia@lnf.com>; Barry Caldwell <barrycaldwell@hotmail.com>; 
>>>>> Cassandra Taylor <CassandraTaylor1980@hotmail.com>; Carol Grant < 
>>>>> carolgrantcasting@gmail.com>; Duncan Crabtree-Ireland < 
>>>>> dci@sagaftra.org>; BURNS_LISA <Burns_Lisa@smc.edu>; Lee Kambarian < 
>>>>> Leeryder@hotmail.com>; ken inouye <keninouye@aol.com>; Bruce Falk < 
>>>>> bruce.falk@gmail.com>; Kellie Holoski <kellie@kholoski.com>; Leona 
>>>>> Sevick <lasevick@gmail.com>; Jessica Barlow Howell < 
>>>>> jeshowell@yahoo.com>; senecaiam <senecaiam@aol.com>; Joe Arias < 
>>>>> joeariasfilms@gmail.com>; heaton_warren@smc.edu <heaton_warren@smc.edu>; 
>>>>> SEAN RAYMOND HILL <seanraymondhill@gmail.com>; assaf@assafcohen.com < 
>>>>> assaf@assafcohen.com>; ronan_farrow@newyorker.com < 
>>>>> ronan_farrow@newyorker.com>; LOUIE_WALT <LOUIE_WALT@smc.edu>; 
>>>>> angela@hollywoodos.com <angela@hollywoodos.com>; 
>>>>> carla@headquarterscasting.com <carla@headquarterscasting.com>; 
>>>>> winningswimmerprods@gmail.com <winningswimmerprods@gmail.com> 
>>>>> *Subject:* Re: This troll claims they've known me 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I'm including Woody Schultz in this.  I'm not a kid anymore.  I grew
>>>>> up to be an actor film maker editor.  I'm not a fucking politicians or 
>>>>> lawyer or give a flying fuck about being a silent obedient housewife or 
>>>>> government civ servant.  I fucking hate GOP and lawyers and politicians. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I don't want the fucking Bible in my life.  Nor do I want a fucking 
>>>>> man with a real job.  I fucking wanted a life in movies & TV or you will 
>>>>> push Me to being psycho 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I'd fucking want to do damage to any fucking man who wasn't into 
>>>>> acting who tried to make me date him. I would grow to hate him and want to 
>>>>> kill myself because I wouldn't feel love.  My parents don't love me.  They 
>>>>> fucking want me as their property.  I don't want their WASP religion in my 
>>>>> life 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I wasn't born a trump supporter.  That's so fucking eugenic and 
>>>>> stupid. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I am me.  You are filling me with rage. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I never dreamed of being fucked by Blake Shields.  I dreamt we might 
>>>>> be friends.  But if he sides with Israel and God & fucking sexism.  He's a 
>>>>> fucking Trump in sheep's clothing. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> On Fri, Sep 9, 2022, 8:48 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>>> wrote: 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Lee wants me to call him daddy.  Daddy Lee means you shoved your penis 
>>>>> into a woman but that woman carried the baby.  She did all the work.  Not 
>>>>> you.  Or do you take credit for that to. . 
>>>>> I wasn't lazy.  But now.  I can't figure out how to get back what I 
>>>>> wanted.  An acting career. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Michael Lovern was working for Customs.  Like my father but my dad was 
>>>>> higher up.  Until 2005.  He and I didn't meet until 2005 2006.  I was 
>>>>> already SAg eligible & had cancer.  He goes union 2006 & greys anatomy 
>>>>> stops hiring him. 
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>>>>> 
>>>>> On Fri, Sep 9, 2022, 7:52 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>>> wrote: 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Lee you worked with me on Cloverfield.  But I don't think we worked on 
>>>>> anything else.  Yet you claim to know what I did on sets?  You claim you 
>>>>> helped me? 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Lovern couldn't even get on Cloverfield.  They didn't want him.  He 
>>>>> showed up to spec.  He was union.  I was still non union 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> These are all the projects I worked in 2007. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=177 
>>>>> 
>>>>> https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=185 
>>>>> 
>>>>> https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=204 
>>>>> 
>>>>> https://lauraanntull.com/acting/?p=239 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Also you were not on Eli Stone.  Barry Caldwell probably doesn't know 
>>>>> you.  I'm not sure he'd want to considering your a trump lover. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> You were featured by David Mamet right Lee.  So was I.  The unit?   I 
>>>>> have visual proof. See my blog.  Now how did I end up on camera if I was 
>>>>> just in holding?  You want to say that you were nice to me.  That you & 
>>>>> lovern helped me & didn't fucking slander me like the sexist GOP you are. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I was on Eli Stone for 20 days.  I didn't just fucking sit in 
>>>>> holding.  Again see the images in my blog. You lying manipulative gas 
>>>>> lighting asswhole. 
>>>>> 
>>>>>  I'm curious.  Do you know Will Wallace? 
>>>>> 
>>>>> On Fri, Sep 9, 2022, 7:02 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>>> wrote: 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Lee Ryder you saying all I did was sit around & do nothing on sets is 
>>>>> slander.  Barry Caldwell knows that's not true.  I was in class at SMC.  I 
>>>>> was networking with Jeff gunn. I was going to script writing groups.  I was 
>>>>> learning how to use a digital camera and how to design my own websites.  I 
>>>>> was hanging out at the magic castle. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I'm artistichope.com 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I'm womenlovepeace.com 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I'm not fucking interested in being a doc film maker.  I'm not 
>>>>> interested in moving from Los Angeles 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I'm not fucking interested in dating an uneducated GOP jug head. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I would rather move to Toronto or London or mauve Paris than live in 
>>>>> small town AMerica 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I worked at the national press building in DC.  You and Lovern were 
>>>>> asswholes to me.
>>>>> 
>>>>> I was 100000 in debt from law school.  I don't want a career that's 
>>>>> small and boring because my parents want me to be pathetic.  They want me 
>>>>> to be their broken daughter again who wouldn't leave her room.  You fucking 
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>>>>> helped break me.  I would kill myself before I'd want a future where I 
>>>>> wasn't respected as gifted & talented.  Because I am gifted Lee ryder.  You 
>>>>> are just a jug head who thinks I need to be disciplined like a child.  I'm 
>>>>> a fucking full grown woman. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> You want everyone to think I can't wrote coherent sentences.  I
>>>>> graduated law school.  Fuck you. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> On Thu, Sep 8, 2022, 6:25 PM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>>> wrote: 
>>>>> 
>>>>> My college year book.  Class of 1992.  Lee.  It clearly states I was 
>>>>> a theater business economics major.  I trained in acting & directing & 
>>>>> dramaturg. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I also had to take stage craft. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I'm the laura ann tull who went to Catholic law school in DC. 
>>>>> https://apps.calbar.ca.gov/attorney/Licensee/Detail/207690 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Fuck you Lee. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> On Thu, Sep 8, 2022, 11:02 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>>> wrote: 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Lee Ryder on the set of Cloverfield was renting a car.  They were 
>>>>> using "his car" but it was a rental.  I had a car Lee.  I was paying $1000 
>>>>> a year in car insurance on it.  I was using my pay from sets to do that. 
>>>>> My fucking parents were not paying my bills.  I needed every penny I made 
>>>>> from sets.  I had to sell my car because of all the slander abd lies about 
>>>>> my supposed bad behavior.  I don't think you were working union on 
>>>>> Cloverfield.  Non union how much of your pay check was going to pay the 
>>>>> rental?  There are people in LA who worked sets Lee who would have needed 
>>>>> every fucking penny. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I don't have a car anymore.  I sold it rather than having to fucking 
>>>>> take $ from my parents to pay insurance.  I wasn't going to use it to move 
>>>>> to fucking stupid Arizona.  A state with a bunch of GOP morons who would 
>>>>> have abused me for being educated.  I would rather go back to DC than AZ. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> SEAN FUCK YOU BECAUSE UNLESS I CAN BE AN ACTOR I DONT CARE ABOUT BEING 
>>>>> ALIVE.  YOU HYPOCRITE. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I AM AN ACTOR.  ACTING IS THE ONLY FUCKING THING THAT MAKES ME FEEL 
>>>>> LIKE I HAVE A HOME 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> On Wed, Sep 7, 2022, 9:53 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>>> wrote: 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Pass this message to the judiciary committee at SMC.  The only fucking 
>>>>> reason I came to Cali was to be an actor. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Cassandra Taylor claims I'm a liar.  I told my fucking parents I 
>>>>> wouldn't care about being employed if I couldn't be an actor when I had 
>>>>> cancer.  They fucking got it into their warped Jesus freak minds I'd only 
>>>>> spend a year trying. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Excuse me but I got a theater degree & masters in performing arts. 
>>>>> I've spent decades planning to work in film & TV.  Studied communication 
>>>>> law even at Catholic. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> But you all think I'm supposed to do what my fucking parents want or 
>>>>> this Brittish bitch Cassandra Taylor- get a job  and pay my bills but I'm 
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>>>>> not fucking allowed for that job to have anything to do with actors or 
>>>>> artists. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> So I get to spend the rest of my life pretending to love things I 
>>>>> don't? Pretending to want to do a good job just to get money? 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Well I'm going to want my employer to pay for therapy because 
>>>>> otherwise one day I'm likely to show up wanting to scream or kill everyone 
>>>>> because I'm not going to be happy 
>>>>> 
>>>>> You fucking asswholes at Santa Monica.  You sexists fascists Trump 
>>>>> loving morons. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> On Wed, Sep 7, 2022, 8:38 AM Laura Ann Tull <tull.laura@gmail.com> 
>>>>> wrote: 
>>>>> 
>>>>> If my fucking father thinks I'm to ugly or unlikable to be hired as an 
>>>>> actor than I'd want kick him.  He's hit me.  He's grabbed my arm so hard I 
>>>>> thought he was going to break it.  He shook me so hard in high school I 
>>>>> thought he was going to snap my neck angry I got a scholarship and could 
>>>>> leave home.  My father isn't wonderful. Imagine that.  He doesn't want me 
>>>>> employed doing anything that might make me significant or important because 
>>>>> I can't be better than him. 
>>>>> 
>>>>> What kind lf father wants their child to be unliked or wants their 
>>>>> child married to a man who treats them like a slave.  A fucking father who 
>>>>> likes Donald Trump.  A man who loves his guns more than he loves his own 
>>>>> child 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I deserved justice.  I earned sag aftra.  My fucking father wants to 
>>>>> take everythig I earned away.  Isolate me so I can't be an actor so I'm 
>>>>> dependent on him.  I want to kick his penis the way gilbreathe shoved his 
>>>>> finger up inside my vagina so he knows how fucking sick he's left me 
>>>>> feeling.  I hate the penis.  Ugliest thing nature ever created.  I didn't 
>>>>> touch jordan marks below the waist.  So how did I s 
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